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ABSTRACT

The development of Hybrid Electric and Unmanned Ground Vehicles (HEV and
UGV) offer various benefits including improved vehicle performance, compatibility with
high level control systems, reduced fuel consumption, and less environmental pollution.
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), the number of HEVs and EVs is
expected to reach 20 million by the year 2020 (Green Car Congress, 2017). Compared with
traditional Internal Combustion (IC) engines, hybrid powertrains are more complicated due
to additional electronics including the electric motor, battery pack, and control units.
However, these additional components introduce new challenges for the powertrain
thermal management system design since they have different operating temperature
requirements and modes of heat generation. In a hybrid vehicle, the modes of heat
generation, apart from the IC engine, include the electric motor, battery pack, and some
electrical subsystems, which lead to a more demanding thermal control system.
A traditional vehicle cooling system is composed of a mechanical water pump,
radiator fan(s), hoses, and other mechanical actuators such as a thermostat valve. In recent
times, however, computer-controlled actuators such as an electric water pump, variable
speed fan(s), and smart valve(s) are being used for higher efficiency and performance. This
approach, although effective and efficient for the common IC engine, may pose problems
when it comes to the hybrid powertrains owing to limited space, different operating
conditions, heat generation rates, etc. In this dissertation, several innovative designs,
optimizations, and control strategies using heat pipes in the thermal management system
targeted to hybrid powertrain applications will be analyzed.
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First, an integrated electric motor air cooling system based on radial heat pipes was
designed and the performance was explored through computer simulations. A reduced
order electric motor thermal model was introduced to simulate the motor’s internal
temperatures. Heat pipes were modeled based on the vapor flow and heat transfer
processes, and also selected as the cooling system thermal bus to efficiently remove heat.
Mathematical models for the thermal cradle and heat exchanger were developed to
complete the cooling system. A series of simulation tests based on the Urban Assault and
Convoy Escort driving cycles were used to test the cooling system performance. Numerical
results show that the proposed cooling system saves up to 52.1kJ of energy within a 1,800s
simulation in comparison to a traditional liquid cooling design (e.g., 67.8% energy saving).
Second, an electric motor liquid hybrid cooling system, for HEV applications, using
integrated heat pipes and traditional liquid was designed and simulated. The innovative
design features two parallel heat transfer pathways allowing optimal heat removal. Detailed
mathematical models were developed for the electric motor, heat pipes, liquid cooling
system, and heat exchanger. A classical controller was designed for the heat pipe heat
transfer pathway while the liquid cooling pathway was adjusted using a nonlinear
controller. Cooling performance was again evaluated based on the Urban Assault driving
cycle for various road grades and ambient conditions. Results show that the electric motor
temperature can be maintained around the target value of 70°C with 399kJ cooling system
energy consumption compared to approximate 770kJ energy consumption with the
conventional liquid cooling system (e.g., 48% energy saving).
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Third, a smart HEV battery pack thermal management system using heat pipes as
a thermal bus to remove heat efficiently was developed. The battery cooling system couples
a standard air conditioning (AC) system with traditional ambient air ventilation. A lumped
parameter battery thermal model was created to predict the battery core and surface
temperatures. A nonlinear model predictive controller (NMPC) was developed to maintain
the battery core temperature about the reference value. The system performance and power
requirements were investigated for various driving cycles and ambient conditions. Results
showed that the proposed thermal management system can maintain the battery core
temperature within a small range (maximum tracking error of 2.1°C) using a suitable
cooling strategy based on the ambient temperature conditions and battery heat generation
rate. Furthermore, the system showed the ability to remove up to 1134.8kJ of heat within
the 1200s simulation.
Fourth, a holistic thermal management system for an Unmanned Autonomous
Ground Vehicle (UAGV) with a series hybrid powertrain was developed. The use of heat
pipes combined with advanced controllers for the vehicle’s electric motors, battery pack,
and engine generator set cooling was examined. A series of mathematical models were
developed to describe the dynamics and thermal behavior for these elements. Controllers
were designed to maintain the components temperatures about their reference values and
minimize energy consumption by regulating multiple actuators (e.g., pump, radiator fan,
smart valve, blower, and compressor). A vehicle level simulation was conducted which
combines the cooling system power consumption with the vehicle power bus. An Urban
Assault driving cycle with various road grades and ambient conditions were used for the
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simulation to show the robustness of the proposed cooling system. Results show that the
component temperatures were maintained around their reference values with small errors
(2.1°C) and up to 2,955kJ cooling system energy was saved over the 1,800s simulation
using heat pipes and the proposed controllers (e.g., 19.8% energy saving).
Overall, this research has developed the basis for the holistic control of HEV
powertrain thermal management systems. A suite of model-based advanced controllers was
used to simultaneously regulate the cooling actuators for the battery, e-motors, and IC
engine. For electronics, heat pipes were introduced to reduce the cooling system energy
consumption due to their high effective conductivities. Numerical studies have been
conducted using vehicle model under various driving cycle, road grade, and ambient
conditions to show the advantages of heat pipes and the proposed controllers. The next
generation of thermal management system will feature multiple heat transfer pathways to
help reduce energy consumption for a better use of fossil fuel and electric power resources.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The transportation sector is the second largest energy consuming category which
accounts for about 30% of the world’s total delivered energy and responsible for nearly
60% of world oil demand (Atabani et al., 2011). According to the report by Voelcker
(2014), the global number of cars is expected to reach the two billion mark by 2035. Also,
it is becoming more and more difficult to discover petroleum resources nowadays, and the
world’s oil reserves will be used up by around 2038 (Abolhassani et al., 2003). Thus,
significant fuel economy improvements are required to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and save oil resources since they are not renewable. So far, the most promising
technologies in this endeavor are electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs). In addition to the conventional internal combustion (IC) engine, HEVs use battery
packs as their secondary power source, leading to a much higher operational efficiency.
Moreover, EVs still require significant technological development and infrastructural
integration before they become commercially viable which leads to HEVs being a better
investment for the time being. However, it is obvious that HEVs have more compact and
complicated powertrain which challenges the powertrain cooling system. This dissertation
aims to investigate the thermal management system design, model, and control for a hybrid
ground vehicle powertrain using heat pipes.
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1.1

Background
To reduce greenhouse gas and pollutant emissions, and save the non-renewable

fossil fuels, researchers have been trying to find possible opportunities to improve fuel
economy by advanced technologies. Also, increasingly stringent legislated passenger
vehicle fuel economy and emission standards have been enacted by various governments
and authorities to urge the advancements in the automotive industry. This section will
briefly introduce and discuss the emission standards in different countries.
The history of U.S. fuel economy standards can be traced back to 1975 when the
Congress first established the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards.
However, due to stagnation in CAFE standards, oil consumption had been steadily
escalating. Thus, in 2009, the Federal Government, state regulators, and the auto industry
established a national program which implemented the first meaningful fuel efficiency
standard improvement in over 30 years and the first-ever global warming pollution
standards for light-duty vehicles. The national program is made up of three legal authorities
– National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), and California Air Resources Board (CARB). The latest phase of this
national program was finalized by the U.S. EPA and NHTSA in 2012 for light duty vehicles
for the model years from 2017 to 2025. The new standards aim to reduce average global
warming emissions of new passenger cars and light trucks to 54mpg (23km/l) in model
year 2025.
During the 1990s, the European Union (EU) and the European Automobile
Manufactures’ Association (ACEA) set voluntary agreements to reduce vehicle carbon
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dioxide (CO2) emissions (Atabani et al., 2011). In 2007, a mandatory target was made by
the council of environment ministers in which the EU and ACEA agreed to reduce vehicle
emission to 120 g/km of CO2 by 2012. The EU’s long-term greenhouse gas emission
reduction goal is 95 g/km of CO2 for the fleet of new vehicles.
The Japanese fuel economy standards were established for gasoline and dieselpowered passenger and commercial vehicles in 1999. This is a weight based standard and
has been revised several times to pursue further fuel economy improvements. Recently, the
Japanese Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) enacted their target for the year
2020 in which the fleet average fuel economy is estimated to be 20.3 km/l for passenger
cars. This fuel economy is a 24.1% increase over the actual 2009 levels of 16.3 km/l and a
19.6% increase over MY 2015 performance of 17.0 km/l.
China has become the biggest car market in the world and the Chinese government
has set the fuel economy target in which passenger cars should reach an average fuel
consumption of 6.9 liters per 100 kilometers by 2015 and 5.0 liters per 100 kilometers by
2020. Also, in 2017, China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) has
published an updated fuel economy standard which includes a new mandate for low/zero
emission vehicles. In this regulation, automobile manufacturers can earn scores by
producing or importing new alternative energy use vehicles.
An et al. (2011) summarizes the fuel economy target set by the above governments
in Figure 1.1. All data in the plots are normalized to CAFE standards, converting to mpg.
Results show that EU and Japan have the most stringent standards in the world. However,
one thing to note is that Figure 1.1 represents the fuel economy standards and not the actual
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fuel economy performance. Thus, efforts are still needed since often times the actual fuel
economy is worse than the standards based on a report by An et al., (2004).

Figure 1.1: Comparison of fuel economy standards in U.S., EU, Japan, and China (An
et al., 2011)
1.2

Hybrid Ground Vehicle
Escalating stringent standards have encouraged the automobile manufacturers to

invest significant resources on improving fuel efficiency, leading to many advanced
technologies being developed rapidly. In terms of engine technologies, Gasoline Direct
Injection (GDI), Variable Valve Timing (VVT), Engine Stop/Start (ESS), Cylinder
Deactivation (CDA), and turbocharger technologies are widely used in current vehicles to
improve fuel efficiency (Abas et al., 2017). Transmissions are used to provide speed and
torque conversions from the engine. Fuel efficiency improvement can be obtained by a
smooth gear shift of the transmission. Nowadays, transmission technologies such as
Automatic Transmission (AT), Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT), and Dual
Clutch Transmission (DCT) are being used. Apart from the above-mentioned engine and
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transmission developments, researchers have been investigating various other approaches
to improve the fuel efficiency. These include reducing weight using lighter materials, usage
of alternative fuels, optimization of vehicle aerodynamics, and development of electric and
hybrid electric cars. Figure 1.2 shows the U.S. electric and hybrid electric vehicle numbers
from year 1999 to 2015 (Bureau of Transportation Statistics). These results indicate that
HEVs have a larger market share as compared to EV and Plugin HEV that were not
introduced into the market till 2011.

Figure 1.2: HEV, EV, and PHEV numbers in the U.S. from year 1999 to 2015.
By definition, a hybrid vehicle uses more than one fuel source. More commonly
however the term is used to describe cars that combine an IC engine with battery driven
electric motor(s). Surprisingly, the concept of a HEV is almost as old as the automobile
itself. The first hybrid vehicle was introduced at the Paris Salon of 1899 and was derived
from a pure EV built by the French firm Vedovelli and Priestly (Wakefield, 1998).
Moreover, in early days, the purpose of HEV was not to improve the fuel efficiency but
rather to assist the IC engine in providing an acceptable performance since the electric
motor technology was batter developed at that point (Ehsani et al., 2018). During the
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1990s, HEV concept drew great interest since pure electric vehicles had too many
difficulties to overcome. The most significant effort in developing and commercializing
HEVs was accomplished by Japanese manufacturer, Toyota, when they released the Prius
sedan in 1997. These vehicles proved to be successful and are now globally available since
they achieve excellent fuel efficiency.
Typically, HEVs are classified into three basic types (series, parallel, and parallelseries hybrids) based on the connection styles between the powertrain components that
define the energy flow routes and control ports. The basic architecture of a series hybrid
drivetrain is shown in Figure 1.3a. In this design, the engine is exclusively used to run a
generator to provide electric energy which in turn operates motor(s) coupled to the wheels.
This configuration has the advantage of allowing the engine to operate in its optimal phase
since engine speed and torque are independent of the vehicle speed and torque demand.
Note that the engine operating situation also depends on the powertrain control strategy
and vehicle operating modes. Max State of Charge (SOC) and Engine On-Off (or
Thermostat Control) control strategies can be used alternatively based on operating
conditions and performance requirements. For example, the Max SOC strategy is used for
military vehicles to guarantee optimal vehicle performance.
Parallel hybrid drivetrain on the other hand allows for torque supply to the wheels
by both the engine and the motor simultaneously (refer to Figure 1.3b). One major
advantage of this configuration over a series hybrid drivetrain is that the engine’s
mechanical power output can be directly used by the driving wheels without power type
conversion. Thus, the parallel configuration may have a higher efficiency than the series
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one in general (Ehsani et al., 1998). Lastly, the parallel-series hybrid drivetrain is a
combination of the above two structures which possesses the major features of both and
offers more plentiful operation modes. The layout of a parallel-series drivetrain is displayed
in Figure 1.3c.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.3: Classifications of HEVs (a) Series hybrid, (b) parallel hybrid, and (c)
parallel-series hybrid.
Although HEVs offer many advantages, it is obvious that the hybrid powertrain
introduces more complexity in terms of sources of thermal loads. Other than the IC engine,
the electric motor and battery pack also generate a considerable amount of heat during
operation. This challenges the cooling system to different operating temperature
requirements since many electrical components are vulnerable to overheating. Thus, a
reliable and efficient thermal management system is necessary.
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1.3

Thermal Management and Heat Pipe Application
Typically, a traditional vehicle cooling system’s aim is to cool the engine block for

optimal performance. This setup features a mechanical water pump, radiator fan(s), and
hoses. Usually, the pump and fans are coupled to the engine crankshaft via gears/belt, and
a wax-based thermostat is used to control the coolant flow rate based on temperature.
Nowadays, a smart engine cooling system replaces the mechanical pump and radiator
fan(s) with electrical controlled ones and updates the wax-based thermostat with a
computer-controlled valve. Thus, the actuators (pump and radiator fans) are decoupled
from the engine allowing independent coolant temperature control (Wang et al., 2015).
In a HEV, several additional factors need to be considered for the cooling system
design. Firstly, a large amount of heat is generated by the electric motor(s) operation under
various driving conditions. For instance, permanent magnet (PM) electric motors with high
power density used in EVs and HEVs (De Santis et al., 2018), generate a considerable
amount of heat, leading to overheating and deteriorating of winding insulation. Secondly,
maintaining the battery packs core temperature at an optimal level is crucial since they also
generate heat. Although this heat generation is lower than that of the motors, a battery
pack’s performance is closely linked to its temperature. It has been shown that the optimal
operating temperature for a battery pack is very close to the average ambient temperature
(around 30°C) which poses a significant challenge for the cooling system design. The last
challenge arises due to the battery cells within the pack which are compactly placed to
achieve higher energy capacity making it difficult to dissipate the generated heat. Without
proper cooling, battery thermal runaway may happen because of the high temperature. In
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summary, the extra electrical components such as the electric motor and battery pack in a
HEV powertrain bring challenges to the cooling system, and reliable and efficient thermal
management systems are necessary to ensure the hybrid vehicle operates safely and
efficiently. Figure 1.4 shows the heat generation and temperature range of different
components in a hybrid powertrain.

Figure 1.4: Heat generation rate and operating temperature ranges for different
powertrain components.
The additional thermal loads and cooling challenges in a HEV offer an opportunity
for heat pipe based thermal management system. Heat pipes have higher efficiency in heat
removal rates due to higher effective heat transfer coefficient arising from use of latent
heat. An ordinary heat pipe consists of a solid shell enclosing a wick structure that allows
for the flow of an internal working fluid. A heat pipe is a self-operating device which
transfers heat from the hot end (evaporator) to the cold end (condenser). The working fluid
picks up heat by evaporating at the hot end and dumps it at the cold end by condensing
back to a liquid. This evaporation-condensation cycle is repeated till a temperature gradient
exists, thus removing heat continuously.
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Literature on heat pipe applications to vehicle cooling will be briefly presented.
Eggink et al. (2018) numerically and experimentally studied the heat transfer for vehicle
LED lights using heat pipe assembly. Hendricks (2002) from the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) investigated the benefits and design challenges of using heat
pipes to provide cabin cooling and temperature control in future advanced vehicles and
hybrid vehicles. The experimental results show that a significant temperature reduction
was obtained using heat pipes. Furthermore, electric motor and battery thermal
management systems’ performance using heat pipes have been both numerically and
experimentally investigated (Hasset et al., 2009, Putra et al. 2017, Tran et al., 2014,
Mochizuki, 2017). Figure 1.5 summarizes some latest heat pipe applications in automotive
industry.

Figure 1.5: Possible heat pipe applications in automotive thermal management system.
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1.4

Problem Statement
This dissertation aims to supplement traditional cooling systems by proposing the

use of heat pipes for the electrical components while continuing the use of convective
cooling for the IC engine. As displayed in Figure 1.4, the first challenge for a HEV thermal
management system is that the thermal components (engine, electric motor, and battery
pack) generate different amount of heat and have different operating temperatures. In other
words, they all need their own uniquely designed cooling systems while maintaining their
temperatures within the ideal ranges. The second challenge is the optimization of power
consumption of cooling system due to added components. Thus, this dissertation also aims
to address the issue of parasitic energy loss. The last challenge addressed in this dissertation
is the design of the system to fit within the limited space.
The thermal management system of a HEV is more sophisticated in comparison to
a regular vehicle. As mentioned before, in addition to the IC engine other electronic
components also require proper thermal management to maintain optimum temperature
profiles. For instance, NEMA Standards MG 1-2011, 12.43 define the maximum
temperature offset of the electric motors above the ambient (reaching a max of 40oC).
Usually, a motor’s hottest part is the winding, and its maximum allowed temperature
depends on the motor’s insulation system class. Typically, it is safe to keep the motor
winding temperature below 90°C, though it can be allowed to reach 190°C in a Class F
motor. Thus, the coolant used for a motor has a lower operating temperature range as
compared to an IC engine. Moving on the battery pack, a HEV battery pack is composed
of several battery modules, and these modules further consist of hundreds of battery cells
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each, closely packed together. The optimal operating temperature of a battery is relatively
close to the average ambient temperature. This poses a challenge for the thermal
management system design. In certain conditions, maintaining the battery’s temperature
requires the use of the Air Conditioning (AC) system. In addition to the varying operating
temperatures, the heat generation rate of these components (electric motor, and battery
pack) depend on the driving cycle, road condition, and the vehicle powertrain control
strategy. In summary, the HEV powertrain thermal management system must be capable
of maintaining temperatures of individual loads, within their respective desired ranges,
while optimizing the cooling system energy consumption, based on the operating
conditions.
1.5

Research Objectives and Approach
This dissertation proposes a HEV powertrain thermal management system in which

advanced control theories and heat pipes are used for optimizing the cooling system. The
objectives of this dissertation are summarized as follows:
1. Investigate the feasibility and performance of a thermal management system
using heat pipes for the electronic components (electric motor and battery pack)
in a HEV powertrain.
2. Optimize the e-motor cooling system power consumption by controlling the
system actuators (coolant pump, and fans) in an innovative hybrid cooling
structure which couples heat pipes with the traditional liquid cooling system.
3. Design a robust HEV battery pack cooling system using heat pipes capable of
withstanding various ambient and heat generation conditions.
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4. Develop an entire thermal management system for the powertrain of a series
hybrid ground vehicle which includes the ICE, electric motors, and the battery
pack while minimizing global system energy consumption.
A series of mathematical models were developed for the powertrain thermal loads
considering both the fidelity and calculation cost with respect to a real time control purpose.
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was used to model the heat pipe and later simplified based
on the pre-calculated FEA results.
The electric motor thermal management is based on a reduced-order thermal model
developed by the University of Michigan (Zhou et al., 2015). A hybrid cooling structure
including heat pipes and liquid cooling pathways was designed. A classical PI controller
was used to control the heat pipe cooling pathway while an optimal and nonlinear controller
were used for the liquid cooling pathway.
For the battery pack thermal management, heat pipes were used as a thermal bus to
collect heat from the battery module. A lumped parameter thermal model with two states
(battery core and surface temperatures) was developed. Two cooling loops (ambient air
ventilation and AC cooling) were designed for different operating conditions. The AC
system was modeled in a commercial software package AMESim®. A mode switch strategy
designed to select the appropriate cooling loop based on ambient conditions and a
Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller (NMPC) was developed to maintain the battery’s
core temperature within the desired range.
Finally, for a comprehensive autonomous vehicle thermal management system
analysis, the individual cooling systems for both electrical (motors and battery pack) and
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mechanical (IC engine) components were studied together. A series of mathematical
models were formulated to numerically describe the component thermal behavior. The
models predict dynamic component temperatures which allows advanced controller design.
For a high-fidelity simulation, the cooling system energy consumption was integrated into
the vehicle’s power bus. The overall cooling system configuration is displayed in Figure
1.6.

Figure 1.6: Hybrid ground vehicle cooling system configuration under various driving
cycles, road grades, and ambient conditions as inputs.
A dynamic model for a military series hybrid ground vehicle was developed
featuring an IC engine-generator set, electric motors, and a battery pack. The model
estimates the power flow routes under varying road conditions and driving cycles for which
suitable control strategies were implemented. This allows the estimation of heat generation
rates which are then used as uncontrollable disturbances for the controller model. The
overall simulation structure of the hybrid ground vehicle based on the developed thermal
management system is depicted in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Hybrid ground vehicle model built under Matlab/Simulink Simulation.

1.6

Dissertation Organization
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the

background of this study. Chapter 2 presents an innovative electric motor cooling system
for HEV using heat pipes. Chapter 3 proposes a hybrid cooling system for electric motors
used in a HEV featuring two heat transfer pathways (conventional liquid and heat pipes).
Optimal and nonlinear controllers are used to maintain the electric motors’ temperature
around the reference value while minimizing cooling system power consumption. Chapter
4 demonstrates a cooling system designed for a HEV’s battery pack using heat pipes. The
cooling system is composed of a regular ambient air ventilation loop and an AC cooling
loop. Model predictive controller was used to maintain the battery’s core temperature.
Chapter 5 covers the study of the thermal management system for an unmanned
autonomous ground hybrid vehicle using heat pipes and advanced control algorithms.
Lastly, Chapter 6 contains the conclusions of the dissertation. Appendices A and B provide
the supplemental results to support Chapter 4 and 5, respectively.
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CHAPTER 2
AN INTEGRATED COOLING SYSTEM FOR HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE
MOTORS – DESIGN AND SIMULATION

Hybrid electric vehicles offer the advantages of reduced emissions and greater
travel range in comparison to conventional and electric ground vehicles. Regardless of
propulsion strategy, efficient cooling of electric motors remains an open challenge due to
the operating cycles and ambient conditions. The on-board thermal management system
must remove the generated heat so that the motors and other vehicle components operate
within their designed temperature ranges. In this paper, an integrated thermal structure, or
cradle, is designed to efficiently transfer heat within the motor housing to the end plates
for transmission to an external heat exchanger. A radial array of heat pipes function as an
efficient thermal connector between the motor and heat connector, or thermal bus,
depending on the configuration. Cooling performance has been evaluated for various
driving cycles. Numerical results show that 1.3 kW of peak heat wattage can be
accommodated with free convection while 3.2 kW is obtained by adding forced convection
using 13.7 W of electric power. The internal motor temperature is maintained within the
prescribed limits of 75 °C and 55 °C values, respectively.
2.1

Introduction
Electric vehicles (EV) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) continue to rapidly

develop around the world. Electric motors are one of the most important parts in the EV
and HEV architectures. As these e-motors operate, they generate heat based on the applied
loads which can challenge the cooling system performance. Therefore, a robust motor
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cooling system is required to maintain the thermal stability of the machine. Concurrently,
the power consumption of the cooling system should be minimized to improve overall
efficiency. Vehicle thermal management remains an important research area with
contribution to thermal modeling and nonlinear control for temperature regulation and
power savings. Zhou et al. (2015) developed a computationally efficient three-dimensional
finite element based dynamic thermal model of electric motors. Tao et al. (2016) applied
advanced control theory to govern the cooling system operation for engines, electric
motors, and battery packs on a hybrid electric vehicle satisfying the cooling requirements
as well as minimizing the power consumption. Wang et al. (2015) optimized the speed of
an automotive radiator fan array and coolant pump to reduce power use and verified their
results with experiments. Lee et al. (2016) presented a new interior motor which has a
hollow shaft for rotor cooling inside the motor. Their results showed that compared with
air cooling and the jacket cooling using coolant circulated around the motor housing, a
50% and 38% coil temperature decrease is achieved, respectively. Temperatures at the
outer stator were decreased by 42% and 10%, respectively.
With modern developments in material sciences, researchers are studying the
thermal performance of polymer composites, carbon fiber, graphite, and graphene (Gallego
et al., 2003 and Klett et al., 2000). Sun et al. (2017) presented a new metal polymer
composite heat exchanger with V-shape microgrooves. Results showed this heat exchanger
can transfer the same amount of heat that a normal aluminum heat exchanger would by
using only one fifth of the size. However, these advanced materials also have their
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limitations; including higher cost, manufacturing difficulty and different thermal
performance per fiber direction.
A heat pipe is a passive system referred to as a “super thermal conductor” which
benefits from the latent heat of its working fluid to achieve a relatively very high effective
thermal conductivity. The effective thermal conductivity of a heat pipe can be several
orders of magnitude higher than metals. Lightweight, high performance heat pipes have
been developed and widely used in many areas (Yang et al., 2012). Heat pipe applications
to vehicle cooling have also been studied. Tran et al. (2014) explored the use of heat pipes
as a cooling device for a HEV lithium-ion battery which helped keep the battery cell
temperature within its optimal range. Hasset et al. (2009) received a patent for a motor
cooling system using straight heat pipes. In their design, the heat pipe evaporator side was
inserted into the motor housing, while the condenser side was placed in a cooling chamber.
This method required a special design to place the heat pipes in the motor housing. Nandy
et al. (2017) attached L-shaped flat heat pipes to an electric motor to help manage the motor
surface temperature. A 33.8°C temperature reduction was achieved by using heat pipes.
Shoai-Naini et al. (2017) proposed a hybrid cooling idea by integrating passive and active
cooling together and studied the heat pipe based thermal bus for vehicle cooling
applications. Pulsating heat pipes were integrated into the thermal bus for a vehicle motor
cooling system and cooling system performance was studied based on representative
driving cycles. The hybrid cooling system concept is shown in Figure 2.1.
Designing a robust and efficient cooling system with low power consumption
remains of high interest in the automotive engineering community. Active cooling is
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effective for high heat load applications such as traditional internal combustion engine
(ICE) cooling systems which use coolant flow to remove heat. Passive cooling systems do
not consume any power but may not be sufficiently effective or are limited due to spatial
constraints. For electric motors, active liquid cooling is popular but consumes extra energy
since a pump and radiator fan are needed. Passive air cooling by placing fin structures
around the motor housing is another choice but space prohibitive.

Figure 2.1: Cooling system concept which features thermal bus with integrated heat
loads and heat sinks
This paper investigates both passive and active cooling performances on an electric
motor under two different representative driving cycles using capillary flat heat pipes to
transfer energy to the thermal bus. The electric motor thermal model, developed by Zhou
et al. (2015), serves as the basis of the included mathematical models.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces a
reduced order electric motor thermal model. In Section 2.3, the design of the motor cooling
system is described. Section 2.4 presents the mathematical model of the heat pipe based
thermal bus and heat exchanger with fins. Section 2.5 shows simulation case study results
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based on two representative driving cycles. Results are compared with a traditional liquid
cooling system utilizing an optimized controller developed by former researchers.
Conclusions are presented in Section 2.6.
2.2

Reduced Order Electric Motor Thermal Model
In this study, a UQM Power Phase 145 machine is considered as the thermal load

that needs to be cooled. The structure of the motor is shown in Figure 2.2. The stator
windings are the major heat source of the motor which have a high current flow through
and create electromagnetic energy. The stator is fixed and generally hotter than the rotor
inside.

Figure 2.2: Interior Structure of UQM Power Phase 145 Machine [1]
The goal is to design a cooling system to regulate the peak electric motor
temperature. Therefore, an accurate thermal model of the motor which can monitor the
temperature of the machine is required. The 3D finite element method is frequently used
to simulate the temperature field in an electric motor with relatively high accuracy.
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However, a full order finite element model is typically relatively highly time consuming.
For real time analysis, a reduced order thermal model of the electric motor is typically
required. The method to derive the reduced-order thermal model of the motor will be
expressed briefly. The thermal conduction in the electric motor is expressed as

d

T
 k  2T  q
t

(2.1)

where 𝑇 is the continuum temperature, 𝑑 is the product of the density and the heat capacity,
and 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity. The heat flux, 𝑞, is the system input. By meshing the
model with a standard FEA method, Eq. (2.1) can be written in discretized form as

Dt  Kt  q

(2.2)

In this expression, 𝐷 and 𝐾 are the finite element matrixes corresponding to the
specific heat and thermal conductivity, respectively, and 𝑡⃗ is the nodal temperature vector
of the finite element mesh. By solving (𝐾 − 𝜆𝑖 𝐷)⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣𝑖 = 0, the system eigenvector matrix 𝑉
of Eq. (2.2) can be obtained. The model can be reformed by changing the basis as 𝑡⃗ = 𝑉𝑥⃗
and that
V T DV x  V T KV x  V T q

(2.3)

The eigenvector matrix is separated into dynamic and static modes so that 𝑉 =
[𝑉𝑑 ; 𝑉𝑠 ] (Donaldson, 2006). The following variables may be defined to simplify the
matrices such that

VdT DVd
 T
Vs DVs
 T
Vd KVd
 VsT KVs
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 dd
 ds
 kd
 ks

(2.4)

where 𝑑𝑑 , 𝑑𝑠 , 𝑘𝑑 , and 𝑘𝑠 are all diagonal matrices. Assuming the static modes converge to
their quasi-steady-state values instantaneously, then the nodal temperature can be
expressed as
t  Vd xd  ( K 1  Vd kdVdT )q

(2.5)

Substituting Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.6), the dynamic eigenmodes can be decoupled and
simulated separately as

dd xd  kd xd  VdT q

(2.6)

The order of the original stator and rotor FEA models can be reduced by applying
the proposed method. In the current study, the orders of the stator and rotor thermal model
are 40 states and 20 states, respectively. The detailed derivation and experimental
validation of the reduced order motor thermal model are contained in (Zhou et al., 2015).
2.3

Electric Motor Cooling System Design
Traditional liquid motor cooling is based on coolant flow in the motor’s jacket to

remove heat from the motor. A pump is needed to circulate the coolant through the motor
to a radiator and back to the motor. A radiator fan applies forced convection to drop the
coolant temperature before returning to the motor’s jacket. A simpler design for motor
cooling is the placement of fin structures around the motor shell, thereby increasing the
heat transfer area. However, both methods have drawbacks. Liquid cooling systems have
a pump and fan which consume energy and there might be a leaking problem as the rubber
coolant hoses age. Leaking coolant may also cause a short circuit which is dangerous due
to high voltage levels in hybrid electric cars. E-motor air cooling with fins face serious
design problems since there is usually limited space around the motor. Further, heat would
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typically accumulate in the limited space. An alternative electric motor cooling system is
proposed which minimizes the cooling power consumption and saves the installation space
as shown in Figure 2.3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Geometry of motor cooling system – (a) 3D; (b) side; and (c) cut-away
views
The integrated cooling system is composed of a thermal cradle as illustrated in
Figure 2.3c which is created using materials with high thermal conductivity. The cradle
serves as the heat transfer medium between the electric motor and the thermal bus (heat
pipes). The cradle is composed of multiple heat pipes, embedded in the cradle structure,
and evenly around the motor. Circular fins are attached to the other ends of the heat pipes
to create the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger is exposed to the ambient surroundings
for convective heat transfer. A centrifugal fan, placed in the center of the heat exchanger,
can apply forced convection if needed.
The lumped parameter thermal model for the circular thermal cradle is obtained as
Rcra 

tcra
Acra kcra

(2.7)

where 𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑎 is the thermal resistance of the cradle, 𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎 is the thickness of the cradle shown
in Figure 2.3c, 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑎 is the average radial contact area, and 𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑎 is the thermal conductivity
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of the cradle. Further, 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 is the heat pipe operating temperature which is also the heat
pipe temperature at the evaporator, and 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the heat pipe heat transfer capability which
can be found in the product manual or determined with Eq. (2.11) in most cases.
The parameters of the cooling system are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Cooling System Parameters
Symbol
𝐷𝑐𝑖
𝐷𝑐𝑜
𝐷𝑓𝑖
𝐷𝑓𝑜
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑎
𝐿𝑐
𝐿𝑒

Value
0.280
0.300
0.200
0.330
80
0.233
0.125
0.125

Units
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

Symbol
𝐿ℎ𝑝
𝑛𝑓
𝑛ℎ𝑝
𝑆
𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎
𝑡𝑓
𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟

Value
0.250
30
40
0.004
0.010
0.0004
30-120

Units
m
m
m
m
°C

The heat pipe based thermal bus with fin structure heat exchanger model will be
presented in the next section.
2.4

Model of a Heat Pipe Based Thermal Bus with Heat Exchanger
A heat pipe is a heat transfer device to transport heat by an evaporation-

condensation cycle (Reay et al., 2014). It differs from the thermosiphon by virtue of its
ability to function against gravity. A heat pipe is a self-operating, highly efficient heat
transfer device and is used for satellite thermal control (Anand et al., 1968) amongst many
other applications. By now the theory of heat pipes is well developed and different types
of heat pipes have been studied including diode heat pipes, Variable Conductance Heat
Pipes (VCHPs), Pressure Controlled Heat Pipes (PCHPs), pulsating heat pipes, loop heat
pipes, and capillary heat pipes. Standard heat pipes act as super thermal conductors with
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minimal temperature drop and very high effective thermal conductivity. The working
principle of a heat pipe is shown in Figure 2.4.
A heat pipe consists of a vacuum containment unit (typically a copper shell), wick
structure (e.g., sintered copper powder) and working fluid (e.g., water). The working fluid
should be compatible with the heat pipe wick and shell materials plus exhibit thermal
stability with high latent heat. It is usually selected based on the heat pipe operating
temperature. Note that water-copper heat pipes are used in this paper since they are able to
satisfy electric motor temperature ranges of interest to this work. The heat input vaporizes
the working fluid in liquid form at the wick surface in the evaporator section. Vapor flows
through the vapor chamber in the middle towards the condenser section where it condenses,
transferring its latent heat. Capillary force in the wick moves the liquid back to the
evaporator. As long as the temperature difference is sufficient between the evaporator and
condenser sections, the phase-change process and two-phase flow will continue. No power
source is needed.

Figure 2.4: Working principle of a heat pipe
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2.4.1 Heat Pipe Dynamics
To set up the heat pipe heat exchanger model, the following six assumptions are
made:
A.1

Heat transfer is mainly due to evaporation, condensation and convection of vapor.
The heat transfer in the wick is simplified as conduction with an effective heat
transfer coefficient. (Reay et al., 2014)

A.2

Constant material properties, except for vapor density as this property is related to
the pressure.

A.3

Gravity effects are neglected since heat pipes are horizontally oriented and parallel
to the ground.

A.4

Laminar flow occurs in the vapor chamber due to low Reynolds number flow.

A.5

Heat exchangers are exposed to ambient conditions; this temperature is set as a
constant.

A.6

All four vehicle wheels rotate generally at the same speed if the vehicle runs straight
ahead, so all motors are assumed to spin at the same speed and torque, thus
generating the same amount of heat.
Two primary physical assumptions mentioned above are essential in modeling the

heat pipe heat exchanger. They are laminar flow in the vapor chamber and solid and fluid
heat transfer in the heat pipe shell, wick and heat exchanger. In most cases, the heat pipe
operating limit is due to heat pipe capillary pressure which must overcome all other
pressure drops in the pipe. For correct operation
Pc ,max  Pl  Pv  Pg
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(2.8)

where ∆𝑃𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum capillary pressure, ∆𝑃𝑙 is the pressure drop to return liquid
from the condenser to the evaporator, ∆𝑃𝑣 is the pressure to drive vapor to flow from the
evaporator to the condenser and ∆𝑃𝑔 is the pressure due to gravity which may be positive,
zero or negative depending on the inclination of the heat pipe. Capillary pressure can be
expressed as
Pc 

2
rc

(2.9)

where 𝜎 is the surface tension of the fluid (assumed hereinafter as water) and 𝑟𝑐 is the radius
of curvature.
The pressure-drop to return liquid from the condenser to the evaporator can be
expressed as



Pl  
L q
 K w Aw h fg  w  eff fg



(2.10)

where 𝐾𝑤 is the wick permeability, 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective length of the heat pipe, 𝜇 is the
dynamic viscosity of water, 𝜌𝑤 is the density of water, 𝑞𝑓𝑔 is the heat transfer by phase
change, 𝐴𝑤 is the cross-section area of the wick and ℎ𝑓𝑔 is the specific latent heat.
In the current study, the vapor pressure-drop and gravity effects are neglected, such
that capillary pressure is assumed to be able to overcome the liquid pressure. Rearranging
Eq. (2.10) and including Eq. (2.9), the heat transfer capability of the heat pipe due to the
capillary limit can be expressed as

q fg 

2 K w Aw h fg  w
Leff rc 
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(2.11)

The maximum heat transfer capability of the heat pipe can be evaluated by Eq.
(2.11). The wick of the heat pipe is modeled as sintered copper powder filled with water in
the current study. The effective thermal conductivity of the wick is represented as
(Maxwell, 1981)
 2  kl / ks  2 (1  kl / ks ) 
keff  ks 

 2  kl / ks   (1  kl / ks ) 

(2.12)

where 𝑘𝑠 is the thermal conductivity of copper, 𝑘𝑙 is the thermal conductivity of water and
𝜑 is the porosity of the wick.
The pressure at the wick and vapor interface in the evaporator and condenser side
of the heat pipe can be expressed by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation as
 h fg  1 1  
  


 Rs  Tsat T  

p  psat e

(2.13)

where 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the saturation pressure of water, 𝑅𝑠 is the specific gas constant and 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the
saturation temperature of water.
The density of the water vapor in the vapor chamber of the heat pipe can be
expressed by the ideal gas law

v 

pM n
RT

(2.14)

where 𝑀𝑛 is the molecular mass of water and 𝑅 is the universal gas constant.
The resulting mass flow of evaporating and condensing water at the interface
between the wick and vapor channel can be represented as

m  v (un)
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(2.15)

The term 𝑢 is the velocity vector of vapor and 𝑛 is the outward unit normal vector.
Thus, the latent heat can be expressed as

qevap  mhfg

(2.16)

The compressible form of the Navier-Stokes equations governs the motion of the
vapor such that

2
 u



 uu   p     (u  (u )T )   (u ) I   F
3
 t




v 

(2.17)

𝜕𝑢

where 𝜌𝑣 ( 𝜕𝑡 + 𝑢∇𝑢) is the non-conservative form of the Eulerian convective terms, ∇𝑝 is
2

the vapor pressure gradient,∇(μ(∇μ + (∇μ)𝑇 ) − 3 𝜇((∇μ)I) is the Newtonian stress-strain
relationship including the Stokes assumption and 𝐹 are any external forces applied to the
vapor. Since there are no external forces applied to the vapor and assuming steady state
vapor flow, then Eq. (2.17) for the vapor flow can be rearranged for flow input and output
separately as
2


nT   pI   (u  (u )T )   (u ) I  n   pˆ 0
3


pˆ 0  p0 , ut  0

(2.18)

2


T
  pI   (u  (u ) )   (u ) I  n   pˆ 0 n
3


pˆ 0  p0

(2.19)

All heat transfer along the heat pipe and between the heat pipe and the thermal
cradle as well as the ambient follows

 C p uT  q  Q , q  k T
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(2.20)

To be specific, the evaporator of the heat pipe is embedded in the cradle and takes
the heat in the pipe through the heat pipe shell. Temperature input to the heat pipe is
assumed to be the same value at the entire surface of the heat pipe evaporator and can be
expressed by

T  Tin

(2.21)

When there is enough temperature difference between the evaporator and
condenser, the heat pipe will operate automatically. Heat output takes place at the
condenser of the heat pipe with parallel fins working together as a heat exchanger to
increase the heat transfer area. Heat is finally rejected to the ambient surroundings through
convection. The governing equation for the heat output flux can be expressed as

qout  hconv (Tamb  T )

(2.22)

where ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 is the convective coefficient and 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 is the ambient temperature.
The heat transfer governing equations for the heat pipe shell and heat exchanger are
expressed as

 C p uT  q  Q  Qted , q  k T

(2.23)

where 𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the thermoelastic damping. The heat transfer governing equation of the vapor
in the vapor chamber can be expressed as

 C p uT  q  Q  Qp  Qvd , q  k T

(2.24)

where 𝑄𝑝 is the pressure work and 𝑄𝑣𝑑 is the viscous dissipation. The heat transfer between
the wick and vapor can be evaluated by Eq. (2.16) which is a function of the latent heat.
Heat transfer in the porous medium in the wick can then be expressed by
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 C puT  q  Q  Qvd , q  keff T

(2.25)

2.4.2 Heat Exchanger Dynamics
Circular fins have been designed and placed at the condenser of the heat pipes. Due
to symmetry, one heat pipe with its surrounding heat exchanger is numerically simulated.
This section itself is also symmetrical, so half of the section shown in Figure 2.5 is
simulated.

(a)

(b-top and c-bottom)

Figure 2.5: Heat pipe heat exchanger model – (a) entire assembly; (b) one heat pipe;
and (c) half of a heat pipe model
To calculate the output heat from the heat exchanger the convective heat transfer
coefficient needs to be determined. The coefficient depends on the design of the heat
exchanger; including the fin space, fin length, etc. In the case of free convection, the nondimensional heat transfer coefficient (Nusselt number) is calculated first by (Elenbaas,
1981)
35


1
 S 
NuS 
RaS   1  e RaS ( S / L ) 

24
 L  


0.75

(2.26)

where S is the space between two adjacent fins, L is the length of fins along the gravity
direction. The Rayleigh number 𝑅𝑎𝑆 can be expressed as
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RaS 

g TS 3 

(2.27)



Once the Rayleigh number and the Nusselt number are calculated the free
convective coefficient can then be evaluated by

h free 

NuS kair
S

(2.28)

A fan and applied forced convection can help lower the operating temperature and
increase the amount of heat transferred by the heat pipe within its operating limits. Also, a
controller is an option for temperature tracking or further heat management of the motor.
To determine the forced heat transfer coefficient acting upon the fins, Eq. (2.29) was
developed by (Teertstra et al., 2000) relating the Nusselt number, 𝑁𝑢𝑏 , Reynolds number,
Re, and Prandtl number,Pr, such that







1
1
Nub  

3
3 
3.65  
  Re Pr  
0.33
1

  2   0.664 Re Pr
Re  



0.33

(2.29)

The Prandtl number can be calculated as

Pr 

air C p
kair

(2.30)

where 𝜇𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the viscosity of air and 𝐶𝑝 is the specific heat of air.
The Reynolds number, used in Eq. (2.29), can be expressed as
Re 

 uair S 2
L
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(2.31)

where 𝑢𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the air flow velocity, and 𝐿 is the length of the fin along the air flow direction.
The forced convection coefficient of the heat exchanger can be calculated by

h forced 

Nub kair
S

(2.32)

2.4.3 Simulation Results
Once the initial conditions and boundary conditions are established, the heat pipe
model is solved using the Comsol package. All equations have been described in, Sections
2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Figure 2.6a shows the heat flux along the fins at the condenser with a
temperature input at the evaporator of 86°C under free convection. Numerical results show
the heat flux on the fin surface is between 240W/m2 and 260W/m2. The total heat
transferred is acquired by integrating the heat flux on the surface of the fins. In this case,
the total heat removed by a single heat pipe is 21.0W. Since 40 heat pipes are placed around
the motor, the total heat transfer of the entire cooling system is 840W. Under other
scenarios in which the motor is generating more heat, forced convection needs to be applied
at the heat exchanger. Simulation results are shown in Figure 2.6b under the same
temperature input with forced convection and an air mass flow rate of 0.06kg/s.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Heat flux field with heat pipe evaporator temperature at 86℃ - (a): Free,
and (b): Forced convection
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Result show that under forced convection, the heat flux on the fin surface is
increased to the range of 750W/m2, and 1000W/m2. Again, by integrating on the surface
of the fins, the total heat transferred is 72.5W of heat removed by a single heat pipe; thus
2.90KW heat is removed by 40 heat pipes. Substantially more heat can be removed if
forced convection is applied.
The relation between removed heat and input temperature can be acquired by
running multiple simulations. Given multiple temperature inputs, the corresponding results
of heat transfer can be acquired, and a data set of heat transfer can be created with respect
to different temperature inputs. The heat removed by the cooling system can be connected
back to the electric motor thermal model as part of the inputs. Then the motor temperature
change as a function of time can be acquired. With the same temperature input, more heat
can be removed by blowing air through the fins. Given a certain air flow speed and based
on (2.29) and (2.32), a forced convection coefficient can be calculated. Once the convection
coefficient is calculated, the heat removed can be acquired.
2.5

Case Study
Representative urban assault and convoy escort driving cycles are used to examine

the performance of the motor cooling system as case studies (Tao et al., 2016). These two
driving cycles are representative of heavy maneuvering and highway operation for military
vehicles. The vehicle speed and e-motor heat generation profiles for the two driving cycles
are displayed in Figure 2.7. As the e-motor speed is proportional to the vehicle speed, the
motor’s heat generation rate is determined by the speed and torque. In this study, the
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electric motor torque was calculated in an accompanying hybrid electric truck powertrain
model (Zhang et al., 2014).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Vehicle speed and e-motor heat generation profiles for (a): Urban Assault
driving cycle, and (b): Convoy Escort driving cycle
Six individual cases, including free convection, forced convection and liquid
cooling are used for comparison and are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Simulation Scenarios for Cases 1-6 with Tamb=25°C and 0 – 1,800 secs
Simulation Time
Case
No.
1
2

Driving
Cycle
Urban
Assault

Convective
Cooling
Method
Free Air
Forced Air

3

Liquid

4
5

Free Air
Forced Air

6

Convoy
Escort

Remark
𝑚̇𝑎 = 0.06kg/𝑠, 𝑣𝑎 = 0.5𝑚/𝑠
𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 50℃,
𝑚𝑤 ̇ = 0.052𝑘𝑔/𝑠
𝑚̇𝑎 = 0.06𝑘𝑔/𝑠, 𝑣𝑎 = 0.5𝑚/𝑠
𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 50℃,
𝑚𝑤 ̇ = 0.081𝑘𝑔/𝑠

Liquid

The hot spot temperature in the motor is of interest and simulated in the time
domain. The ambient temperature is 25°C which is also the air temperature for free and
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forced convection. The parameter 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference temperature for liquid cooling.
Initial temperatures for all cases in this paper have been set to 40°C which is 10°C lower
than the liquid cooling temperature. This approach allows the cooling system to reach
steady state for better monitoring the cooling system performances in each case. 𝑚𝑤
̇ is the
average coolant mass flow rate for the related driving cycle in the table. Figure 2.8a shows
the temperature results of heat pipe free convection cooling per Case 1. Results show that
the thermal bus temperature follows the stator surface temperature very well since the heat
pipe is attached to the stator surface through the aluminum thermal cradle which has a very
low thermal resistance. Also, the stator peak temperature is higher than the rotor peak
temperature and the stator surface temperature at most points during the driving cycle.
Therefore, the stator peak temperature is considered as the hot spot temperature for all the
cases in this paper.
The maximum stator peak temperature is 60.1°C in Case 1. It is noticed that it takes
approximately 1300 seconds to reach this temperature because the heat pipe is a selfoperating device and will remove heat as long as there is a temperature difference between
the evaporator and the condenser. Also, the higher the temperature the motor surface has,
the more heat will be removed.
In Case 2, shown in Figure 2.8b, forced convection is applied by the centrifugal
fan. The stator peak temperature is approximately 45°C with an air mass flow rate equal to
0.06kg/s. Total power consumptions of the centrifugal fans are 24.7kJ during the
simulation time range. Temperature results of liquid cooling with a controller to regulate
the coolant pump and the radiator fan are shown in Figure 2.8c. The liquid cooling model
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.8: Cases 1-3 (Urban Assault Driving Cycle) - Stator peak temperature, rotor
peak temperature, stator surface temperature, and thermal bus temperature versus time
with (a) free convection (case 1); (b) forced convection (case 2); and (c) liquid cooling
with Tref = 50°C (case 3)
and controller model were derived by (Tao et al., 2016). Results show that liquid cooling
can maintain the stator peak temperature around the reference temperature which is 50°C.
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The energy consumption in Case 3 is 74.8kJ. Therefore, forced convection has a lower
motor temperature with smaller power consumption.
Figure 2.9a shows the temperature results in Case 4. Results show the stator peak
temperature is increasing slowly until around 65°C under the driving cycle. Again, the
thermal bus temperature follows the stator surface temperature quite well. Figure 2.9b
presents the forced convection temperature results under a convoy escort driving cycle in
Case 5. Results show the stator peak temperature will reach approximately 55°C then drop
to approximately 45°C and become relatively stable. The temperature peak at first is
because of the heat generation peak when the vehicle is rapidly accelerating which requires
a high motor torque output. Motor heat generation drops as the vehicle reaches a steady
speed. The cooling system power consumption is 24.7kJ as well since the same fan speed
is applied.
Temperature results with liquid cooling in Case 6 are shown in Figure 2.9c. The
reference temperature is also set to be 50°C. The stator peak temperature is maintained
around the reference temperature because the controller regulates the coolant pump and
radiator fan speed. The total energy consumed by the pump and fan is calculated to be
76.8kJ.
To summarize, liquid cooling helps regulate the temperature within a certain range
(target temperature), while the heat pipe forced convection cooling system has lower
temperature results with lower energy consumption than the liquid cooling system.
Simulation results of the six case studies are presented in Table 2.3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.9: Cases 4-6 (Convoy Escort Driving Cycle) - Stator peak temperature, rotor
peak temperature, stator surface temperature, and thermal bus temperature versus time
with (a) free convection (case 4); (b) forced convection (case 5); and (c) liquid cooling
with Tref = 50°C (case 6)
It is obvious that heat pipe forced convection in Case 2 and Case 5 can remove
more heat than liquid cooling and have lower energy consumptions. The results are
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reasonable since the liquid cooling system has a coolant pump to drive coolant all the way
from the motor’s housing to the radiator which has a much longer heat transfer distance.
However, a heat pipe-based cooling system has a shorter heat transfer distance. Plus, heat
pipes are self-operating devices which can remove heat as long as there is a temperature
difference.
Table 2.3: Summary of Simulation Results for Four 85kW Electric Motors
Case
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
2.6

Maximum
Stator
Temperature,
Tmax (°C)
60.1
45.8
53.4
65.8
53.4
55.8

Total Heat
Removal,
Qremove (kJ)

Cooling System
Energy Consumption,
Ecolsys (kJ)

2,206.0
3,282.5
2,653.7
3,913.6
4,515.2
4,124.8

0
24.7
74.8
0
24.7
76.8

Summary
An integrated hybrid electric vehicle motor cooling system based on heat pipes is

designed and the performance of the cooling system is simulated. Two representative
driving cycles (urban assault and convoy escort) are used to test the performance of the
cooling system. Results show the cooling system satisfies the two studied driving cycles,
saves energy and has no leaking danger compared with conventional liquid cooling since
there are no coolant pipes and (rubber) sealed pumps. With the ambient air temperature at
25°C, results show that free convection is capable of maintaining the motor under a low
temperature, 70°C, without extra energy loss compared with traditional liquid cooling
systems which consume energy to drive a pump and fan. Forced convection could be
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applied as needed if the driving cycle generates excessive heat. Results show that the motor
peak temperature can be maintained below 55°C by forced convection for both studied
driving cycles with a lower energy consumption compared with liquid cooling. A controller
can be added to stabilize the motor peak temperature within the preset range and a hybrid
cooling methodology can be applied for cases in which the motor is running at high duty
driving cycle, and motor heat generation exceeds the heat pipe maximum capability as
future studies. Note that motor temperature above 70°C may be possible for higher ambient
temperature.
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CHAPTER 3
A HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE MOTOR COOLING SYSTEM – DESIGN,
MODEL, AND CONTROL

Hybrid electric vehicles motors offer propulsion while accelerating and charge the
battery pack when braking or decelerating. Though electric motors have high operating
efficiency, considerable heat is generated based on required operating torque and speed.
Thus, an efficient motor cooling system is needed to maintain the temperature within a
prescribed range. The traditional motor liquid cooling system is effective but consumes
energy to run the coolant pump and radiator fan. This paper examines the performance of
a hybrid cooling system combining heat pipes with conventional liquid cooling in a
compact thermal cradle. This innovative design allows heat removal via an integrated
thermal pathway by regulating various actuators (e.g., centrifugal fans, radiator pump, and
fan) to minimize energy consumption. A reduced order thermal model predicts the motor’s
internal temperatures. Cooling performance is evaluated based on the Urban Assault
driving cycle (UADC) for different conditions. Numerical results show the electric motor
temperature is maintained at approximately the target value of 70°C. Additionally, up to
approximately 370 kJ of energy is saved as compared to a conventional liquid cooling
system for a specific 85kW e-motor within 1500s run time.
3.1

Introduction
Hybrid electric vehicles feature electric motors, a battery pack, and an internal

combustion engine for better fuel economy, improved vehicle performance, and low noise
(Fontaras et al., 2008). The electric motor may be considered one of the most important
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components in emerging vehicle architectures. A relatively large amount of heat may be
generated by these motors due to their operating and driving cycles. For example, a hybrid
vehicle’s motor heat flux at the stator core may be as high as approximately 36,000W/m2
causing the motor temperature to reach 80°C for a speed of 7,000rpm with an ambient
temperature of 25°C (Kim et al., 2013). To efficiently remove this heat and maintain the
motor’s temperature within the prescribed range while minimizing energy consumption is
the cooling system challenge. This task becomes more critical in military ground vehicles
considering the configuration, required durability, and rigorous operating conditions. Thus,
a smart motor thermal management system with substantial heat transfer capability,
compact structure, and low energy consumption is essential for hybrid ground vehicles.
The electric motor cooling method should be selected based on the machine’s
classification, power level, and working environment (IEC 60034-6, 1991). Typically, an
electric motor is air cooled through its surface fins by natural convection or by forced
convection with a fan mounted on its shaft. Such cooling techniques are suitable for
industrial applications when the motor is placed inside a building. However, when applied
to vehicles, the compact powertrain may not provide adequate space for radial fins around
the motors. Furthermore, enclosed waterproof electric motors are suggested, since the
vehicle is exposed to various ambient situations with uncertain temperature and humidity.
In-hub motors have been designed and developed for military hybrid vehicle applications
(Velardocchia et al., 2010). The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
recently unveiled in-hub electric motors for military vehicle application owing to the
motors’ heightened acceleration and maneuverability. Furthermore, permanent magnet
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(PM) electric motors with high power density, widely used in electric (EV) and hybrid
electric (HEV) vehicles (Barcaro et al., 2009 and De Santis et al., 2018), generate a large
amount of heat. Thus, the cooling method selection for vehicle electric motors should be
considered carefully.
Typically, liquid cooling is a common, effective heat transfer method for highpower, enclosed electric motors. In a traditional configuration, the liquid cooling system
features a pump, a radiator, and assorted hoses. The motor heat is removed by the flowing
coolant and rejected through the radiator. The performance of liquid cooling has been
extensively studied. Soparat et al. (2013) developed an electric motor based liquid cooling
system to replace a conventional fan cooled design with improved cooling capacity.
Farsane et al. (1999) experimentally validated a liquid cooling system’s performance for
an enclosed electric motor. Apart from the system design, control theory has been applied
to minimize the thermal management system’s energy consumption. Tao et al. (2015 and
2016) adopted optimal control theory to regulate the electro-mechanical actuators (e.g.,
fans, and pump) to maintain the e-motor’s temperature for a HEV as well as minimize the
power consumption. Moreno et al. (2006) developed and tested an energy management
system for a HEV, using ultra-capacitors and neural networks. Zhu et al. (2018) explored
the real-time feasibility of optimization algorithms for the thermal management in
connected and automated hybrid electric vehicles.
With the development of advanced materials and innovative manufacturing
technology, high thermal conductivity materials and advanced structures for electric motor
cooling have been studied. Hasset et al. (2009) proposed a motor cooling system using heat
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pipes. The heat pipe evaporator was inserted into the motor housing to absorb heat, while
the condenser was placed in a cooling chamber for heat rejection. Huang et al. (2017 and
2018) developed a heat pipe based thermal bus for motor cooling with system performance
studied for various driving cycles. Putra et al. (2017) proposed a motor cooling system
with L-shaped heat pipes. In addition, new motor internal structures that benefit the system
cooling have been studied. Lee et al. (2016) presented a permanent magnet motor design
with a hollow shaft which allows coolant flow to help promote cooling.
A variety of electric motor thermal management methods are summarized in Figure
3.1 including air, liquid, heat pipes, and hybrid cooling. Air cooling is straightforward and
offers a simple structure, but the cooling performance may not be sufficient. Moreover, a
cooling fan is usually linked to the motor shaft which consumes energy and cannot be
directly controlled. Liquid cooling is effective; however, it consumes energy to run the
coolant pump and radiator fan. On the other hand, liquid cooling adds more weight and
complexity due to the cooling lines. Heat pipes can operate passively in the presence of a
temperature gradient; however, they have heat transfer limitations due to the capillary limit,
fluid properties, operating temperatures, etc. This research proposes a hybrid cooling
system (refer to Figure 3.1d) which features two parallel heat transfer pathways – heat
pipes and liquid. By adding heat pipes, the workload of the liquid heat transfer pathway
may be reduced, providing possibilities to minimize the cooling system energy
consumption.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of select electric motor cooling strategies – (a) Surface air
cooling with a fan coupled to the shaft, (b) Liquid cooling with coolant jacket, (c) Heat
pipe cooling with attached fins and a centrifugal fan, and (d) Hybrid cooling with heat
pipes and liquid.
The focus of this research paper is the design and modeling of an electric motor
hybrid thermal management system with synchronous variable speed pump and fan control
to minimize power consumption. The proposed system has been evaluated on a hybrid
military vehicle in MATLAB/Simulink undergoing an Urban Assault driving cycle. The
remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the hybrid cooling
system architecture and working principle. In Section 3.3, dynamic models for the reduced
order motor and cooling system are presented. These mathematical descriptions establish
a foundation for the control algorithms introduced in Section 3.4. Representative numerical
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results are presented and discussed in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the paper
with a complete Nomenclature List contained in the Appendix.
3.2

Hybrid Cooling System Design
A hybrid cooling system featuring two heat transfer pathways, heat pipes and

liquid, will be designed for a military HEV’s electric motors. The compact system consists
of an electric motor, a circular-shaped thermal cradle with external helical coolant jacket,
heat pipes inserted into the cradle, and finned structure heat exchanger to reject heat to the
surroundings while the motor and fins are protected by a shell and cover (refer to Figures
3.2a – 3.2e). The electric motor generates the thermal load while the cradle, coolant jacket,
and heat exchanger assembly are the heat regulating elements. The cradle design offers a
hybrid cooling solution by integrating a helical coolant jacket for the liquid and a cluster
of slots for the heat pipes. One end of the heat pipes is embedded in the axial slot while the
other end has an array of circular fins to increase the heat transfer area. A centrifugal fan
placed inside the heat pipe structure induces forced convection when needed. A sectional
view of the motor and cradle assembly is shown in Figure 3.2f.

Figure 3.2: Electric motor cooling system configuration – (a) motor shell; (b) electric
motor; (c) thermal cradle and coolant jacket; (d) heat pipes, fin structure heat
exchanger, and centrifugal fan; (e) heat exchanger cover; and (f) cutaway view of
motor cooling concept
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Heat pipes were selected for this thermal management system due to their relatively
very high effective thermal conductivity while remaining completely passive. A heat pipe
has two sections: an evaporator (hot end) and a condenser (cold end). The working
principle is displayed in Figure 3.3. It can be observed that the heat transfer process starts
with heat supplied to the evaporator end. The heat pipe wick is made of a porous material
filled with a working liquid. This liquid is vaporized as a result of the input heat. The vapor
is then pushed towards the condenser through the vapor chamber and condenses back to
liquid by rejecting heat. Finally, the liquid from the condenser end returns to the evaporator
through the wick based on capillary forces. Fins and a fan are added to enhance the heat
dissipation rate (see below).

Figure 3.3: Working principle and temperature distribution of a heat pipe.
A hybrid truck’s powertrain may be composed of an engine-generator set and four
electric motors located at the wheels (refer to Figure 3.4). The traditional engine cooling
system contains a pump, radiator with fan(s), and thermostat valve to regulate engine block
temperature. The addition of electric motor in the wheel assemblies provide an opportunity
for inserting the hybrid thermal management system. The motor may be cooled either by
heat pipes alone or by heat pipes (passive) and liquid (active) simultaneously depending
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on the required heat load. The motors’ liquid heat transfer pathway would be completed by
adding a water pump, a radiator, and hoses to connect the four motors. To ensure consistent
cooling for each motor, the coolant exiting from the radiator is evenly divided into four
streams to each wheel, and the streams will merge before returning to the radiator. As a
result, the motor at each wheel may be cooled simultaneously by regulating the water pump
and radiator fan speeds. The actuators (centrifugal fans, radiator fan, and coolant pump)
enable the motor’s operating temperature to be regulated by adjusting the air and coolant
flow rates. Furthermore, the hybrid cooling system provides opportunities to reduce the
workload of the liquid cooling pathway by adding heat pipes.

Figure 3.4: Hybrid electric truck chassis schematic with liquid and heat pipe motor
cooling.
3.3

Mathematical Models – Motor, Heat Pipes, and Cooling System
To investigate the proposed electric motor hybrid cooling system, a series of

mathematical models for the electric motor, heat pipes, and air plus liquid cooling
subsystems have been formulated to describe the thermal dynamics. A few assumptions
have been imposed when developing the models:
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A1. Thermal contact resistances are ignored.
A2. Motor housing is perfectly insulated
A3. Influence of convective heat transfer by fin cover is ignored.
3.3.1 Reduced Order Electric Motor Thermal Model
An electric motor is typically composed of a stator with windings, a rotor with
permanent magnets, and a structural housing as shown in Figure 3.5a. When the motor is
operating, the thermal model should accurately predict its inner temperatures at different
locations. Zhou et al. (2015) developed a reduced order thermal model for electric motor
drive powertrains. Wang et al. (2017) created an improved thermal model which considers
the air gap heat convection within the motor. In this project, a UQM Power Phase 145
electric motor has been studied and the motor’s internal temperature field is predicted using
40 and 20 states for the motor’s stator and rotor, respectively. The state space matrices
were originally derived using a finite element analysis (FEA) approach.
The highest motor temperature usually occurs around the stator windings due to the
large current flow as displayed in Figure 3.5b. An air gap exists between the rotor and
stator where convective heat transfer occurs. The thermal conduction inside the electric
motor can be expressed as
 T
d
 t


2
  k T  q


(3.1)

where 𝑇 is the continuum temperature, while d and k are the specific heat and thermal
conductivity, respectively. The variable q is the heat flux and serves as the system input.
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Equation (3.1) may be further discretized into an ordinary differential equation using FEA
techniques such that
DT  KT  q

(3.2)

⃗⃗ denotes the nodal temperature vector (matrix of scalars) of the finite
The symbol 𝑇
element mesh, while 𝐷 and 𝐾 are the finite element matrices corresponding to the specific
heat and thermal conductivity. The vector 𝑞⃗ is the excitation of the electric motor that
includes conductor, core, friction, permanent magnet, and windage losses, as well as
convective heat transfer on the machine boundaries. With a basis change and model order
reduction, Equation. (3.2) may be written in state-space form using the motor stator, 𝑡⃗𝑠 ,
and motor rotor, 𝑡⃗𝑟 , vectors as

xs  As xs  Bs qs , ts  Cs xs  Ds qs

(3.3)

xr  Ar xr  Br qr , tr  Cr xr  Dr qr

(3.4)

where 𝑥⃗, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷 correspond to the traditional state-space vectors at matrices.
The model inputs are the heat flux vectors, 𝑞⃗𝑠 , and 𝑞⃗𝑟 , that may be determined by
the motor’s rotational speed and torque. Using FEA, the electric motor temperature
distribution can be obtained with respect to 𝑞⃗𝑠 and 𝑞⃗𝑟 . Grid temperatures at different
locations can be solved. For example, the stator outer surface temperature may be solved
1

using representative grid temperatures as 𝑇𝑠𝑜 = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑖 (refer to Figure 3.5b).
Therefore, this temperature can be used later in lumped parameter model. In addition, the
third element of vector 𝑞⃗𝑠 represents the cooling system heat removal flux that will be
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discussed in Section 3.4. The detailed derivation and experimental validation of this
reduced order model has been presented in a previous work by Zhou et al (2015).

Figure 3.5: Interior structure and heat distribution characteristics of UQM Power Phase
145 electric machine – (a) Stator iron, winding, rotor iron, and permanent magnets
configuration; and (b) Heat distribution for 4,000RPM
3.3.2 Heat Pipe Thermal Model
The thermal cradle features a circular array of heat pipes to remove the electric
motor’s generated heat. The derivation of a lumped parameter model begins with the
thermal resistance, 𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑎 , written as
Rcra 

tcra
Acra kcra
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(3.5)

In this expression, 𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎 is the cradle thickness per Figure 3.3f, 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑎 is the average radial
contact area, and 𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑎 is the cradle thermal conductivity.
Two heat pipe physical processes need to be modelled – vapor flow and heat
transfer. For vapor flow, the compressible form of the Navier-Stokes equation governs the
motion. But the fluid dynamics are not the main interest so only the heat transfer process
shall be listed. The heat pipe evaporators are inserted into the thermal cradle. The cradle
temperature may be calculated from the E-motor thermal model and the cradle’s thermal
resistance.
The heat transfer for the heat pipe shell, wick structure, and internal vapor inside
plus the attached fins can be expressed as

 C puT  q  Q, q  k T

(3.6)

where 𝜌, 𝐶𝑝 , 𝑢, k and Q stand for material density, specific heat capacity, fluid (heat pipe
vapor) velocity, thermal conductivity, and heat source respectively.
The heat pipe wick structure is a porous material composed of sintered copper
powder and filled with water. The wick heat transfer may be simplified using an effective
thermal conductivity, 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 , so that (Reay et al., 2014)

keff

 2  k *  2 (1  k * ) 
 ks 
*
* 
 2  k   (1  k ) 

(3.7)

The parameters 𝑘𝑠 , and 𝑘𝑙 represent the thermal conductivity of copper and water
respectively; 𝑘 ∗ = 𝑘𝑙 /𝑘𝑠 . The term 𝜑 denotes the wick porosity. A heat pipe is known as
a super heat transfer device since phase change occurs and latent heat is involved in the
heat transfer process. Phase change is assumed to happen at the interface between the wick
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structure and the heat pipe vapor channel. The latent heat can be calculated based on the
mass flow rate of evaporating and condensing water.
Heat may be rejected through the attached fins where convective heat transfer
occurs (refer to Figure 3.6). Thus, the heat output flux can be expressed as

qout  hair (T  Tamb )

(3.8)

where 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 is the ambient temperature, and 𝑇 represents the heat exchanger (fins and heat
pipe condenser shell) temperature. The term ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑟 represents the convective heat transfer
coefficient that is dependent as the Nusselt number and heat exchanger geometry so that
hair 

Nukair
S

(3.9)

The parameters 𝑆 and 𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑟 denote the space between two adjacent fins and the air’s
thermal conductivity. For natural convection, the Nusselt number may be expressed as
(Elenbaas, 1942)
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1
 S 
Nun 
Ra   1  e Ra S / L  

24
 L  


0.75

(3.10)

where 𝐿 is the fin length along the direction of gravity, and 𝑅𝑎 denotes the Rayleigh
number. In terms of forced convection, the Nusselt number can be represented by (Teertstra
et al., 2000)



1
1
Nu f  

3
  0.5 Re Pr 
0.664 Re Pr 0.33 1  3.65 / Re
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3 



0.33

(3.11)

The Symbol 𝑅𝑒 denotes the Reynolds number, which is dependent on the air velocity, 𝑣𝑎 ,
fin spacing, 𝑏, and air kinematic viscosity, 𝜈.
Through the application of symmetry, one heat pipe with fins may be modelled.
The system inputs include the air speed, evaporator temperature, and the ambient
temperature. The system output is the heat removed that may be calculated by integrating
the heat output flux in Equation. (3.8) with respect to the fin surface area around the heat
pipe. The total heat rejected by multiple heat pipes, 𝑄ℎ𝑝 , may be acquired by multiplying
the heat pipe numbers, 𝑛, so that
Qhp  n  qout dA fin

(3.12)

A 3D look-up table has been created to determine the heat removed based on the
system inputs.

Figure 3.6: Heat pipe cooling system inputs and outputs.
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3.3.3 Liquid Cooling Model
The liquid cooling subsystem contains two electro- mechanical actuators – a
variable speed water pump, and a radiator fan. As previously discussed, the coolant flow
is assumed to be evenly divided among the four motors based on uniform speed, torque,
and thermal conditions. Thus, only one motor is studied in this paper.
The spiral coolant jacket is located at the cradle outer surface so the liquid cools
down the motor through cradle. The external cradle average surface temperature, 𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑎 ,
becomes
Tcra  Tso  Qhp Rcra

(3.13)

where 𝑇𝑠𝑜 represents the motor stator surface temperature, and 𝑄ℎ𝑝 is the heat removed by
the heat pipes in (3.12).
Although the coolant temperature inside the motor shell varies, the inlet and outlet
temperatures, 𝑇𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 , are considered as shown in Figure 3.7. The heat transfer
between the electric motor and coolant, 𝑄𝑚𝑐 , can be expressed as
Qmc  min hliq Tcra  Tin  , C pw mmot (Tcra  Tin )

(3.14)

where ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑞 is the coolant heat transfer coefficient, and 𝐶𝑝𝑤 represents the coolant heat
capacitance. The term 𝑚̇𝑚𝑜𝑡 denotes the coolant mass flow rate for one motor.
The estimated coolant temperature rise can be written as
dTout
Qmc
m

 mot Tout  Tin 
dt
M wmC pw M wm
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(3.15)

where 𝑀𝑤𝑚 denotes the coolant mass in the jacket. The coolant streams from the four
motors emerge together before entering the radiator. The liquid cooling heat transfer rate,
𝑄𝑙𝑖𝑞 , can be calculated as

Qliq  hliq Tm Acra

(3.16)

where ∆𝑇𝑚 is the log mean temperature difference between the thermal cradle and the
coolant temperature or
Tm 

Tin  Tout

ln Tcra  Tout  Tcra  Tin 

(3.17)

The total heat removed by the cooling system,𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑚 , is through heat pipes and
possibly with coolant circulation such that

 Qhp , mpump  0
Qrem  
Qhp  Qliq , m pump  0
where 𝑚̇𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 is the coolant pump fluid flow rate which is four times of 𝑚̇𝑚𝑜𝑡 .

Figure 3.7: Electric motor coolant jacket with fluid flows.
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(3.18)

3.3.4 Cooling System Power Consumption Estimation
To evaluate the cooling system’s overall efficiency, the power consumption must
be known. The primary energy drivers are the fans and coolant pump. The power use of
the centrifugal fan may be estimated as
E fan

 N fan 
 C fan 

 60 

3

(3.19)

where 𝑁𝑓𝑎𝑛 represents the fan speed. The coolant pump and the radiator fan flow rates and
power consumptions are related to the shaft speeds as well, and can be described by
m pump 

ma 

N p Dis w
60

3

, E pump

Drfan 3C flow N rfan  a
60

 C p ,rad
 N 
 Dis w 
 wC p , pipe   p 
 A
  60 
 flow

3

, Erfan  Drfan

5

N 
C flowC pres a  rfan 
 60 

(3.20)

3

(3.21)

The values of 𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝐶𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠 , 𝐶𝑝,𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒 , 𝐶𝑝,𝑟𝑎𝑑 , 𝐷𝑖𝑠 , 𝜌𝑎 , and 𝜌𝑤 are considered
constant.
3.4

Control Strategy
The controller should regulate the electric motor’s stator hot temperature within the

prescribed value range, as well as minimize the cooling system power consumption by
adjusting the pump and fan speeds. Based on the electric motor state space thermal model
in Section 3.3, the system inputs are the stator and rotor heat flux, 𝑞𝑠 , and 𝑞𝑟 . The motor’s
internal rotor is not attached to the cooling system directly so 𝑞𝑟 is uncontrollable. Since
the cooling system has two heat transfer pathways, a mode switch strategy is designed.
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For the heat pipe cooling subsystem, a classical controller regulates the centrifugal
fan speed as (Wang et al., 2018)
N fan  K p (Tref  Tsh )  K I  (Tref  Tsh ) dt

(3.22)

where 𝑇𝑠ℎ denotes the stator hot temperature which is the average value of the 2nd to 12th
elements of the stator state vector. The controller gains are 𝐾𝑝 and 𝐾𝐼 . Once the fan speed
is known, the actual control input (e.g., fan motor voltage, 𝑉𝑓𝑎𝑛 ) can be obtained since the
voltage is proportional to the fan speed.
The liquid cooling subsystem may be operated to remove the excess heat that
cannot be handled by the heat pipes when the motor heat generation rate is large. The
electric motor hot spots generally correspond to locations about the stator windings. The
thermal model output temperature vector can be reduced while allowing calculation of the
ideal heat removal rate. An optimal controller is designed with cost function, 𝐽, given as

J 

tf

t0

 x  T  Q  x  T   q Rq  dt
T

s

T

d

s

d

s

s

(3.23)

⃗⃗𝑑 = [𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 , 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 , … , 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 ]𝑇 represents the electric motor reference temperature
where 𝑇
vector. The terms 𝑄 and 𝑅 are positive diagonal weighting matrices designed to be
 PR ; i  j  1, 2, 4,5
 PQ ; i  j 2  i  12

Qij  
, Rij   1;
i  j 3
otherwise
 0;
 0; otherwise


(3.24)

where 𝑃𝑄 and 𝑃𝑅 are positive constants. In this study, 𝑄 is designed to stabilize the electric
motor peak temperature that occurs at the 2nd to 12th elements of the stator state vector.
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Similarly, the third element of vector 𝑞⃗𝑠 represents the heat removal flux by the cooling
system and is the only controllable input element.
The optimal controller structure may be described as

 H c1   Q  As  Bs F0  Bs 1

q0  Cs H c1Td

1 T
 F0  R Bs P

qideal   F0 x  q0

(3.25)

where 𝑃 denotes the Riccati equation solution. The ideal heat cooling system heat removal
rate, 𝑄𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 , may be calculated as
Qideal  0 0 1 0 0 qideal Acra

(3.26)

where 𝑞⃗𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 represents the ideal heat flux. The liquid cooling heat removal tracking
error,𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑞 , and time derivative may be expressed as
eliq  Qideal  Qrem ,

deliq
dt

 ke eliq

(3.27)

where 𝑘𝑒 is a positive control gain. From (3.27), the liquid cooling heat removal time
derivative becomes
dQliq
dt



d (Qideal  Qhp )
dt

 ke eliq

(3.28)

The derivative of the liquid cooling heat removal rate can also be expressed using
the log mean temperature in Equations (3.16) and (3.17) as
dQliq
dt



hliq dmmot
mmot

dt
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Acra Tm  hliq Acra

d Tm
dt

(3.29)

Substituting (3.29) into (3.28), the control law of the coolant mass flow rate can be
acquired as

 d (Qideal  Qhp )



mmot  

dt

 ke eliq  hliq Acra

 hliq

Acra Tm  dt
 
dt   mmot


d Tm 

(3.30)

The total coolant mass flow rate, 𝑚̇𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 may be obtained by multiplying the
number of the motors, 𝑛𝑚 since the coolant will merge together before returning to radiator.
In addition, the cooling air should balance the heat transfer, and the heat capacity ratio, 𝜀,
between the coolant and air may be assumed as a constant. Thus, the control inputs may be
designed as
m pump  nm mmot , ma   m pump  nm mmot

(3.31)

Finally, the rotating speed of the pump and fan can be obtained from (3.20) and
(3.21) since the mass flow rates are proportional to the pump speed and fan speed. Once
the pump and fan speeds are known, the actual control inputs (e.g., pump and fan motors’
voltages, 𝑉𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 and 𝑉𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛 ) can be obtained based on the proportional relationship.
The cooling system can switch between different cooling methods based on the
motor’s heat generation rate and peak temperature, as shown in Figure 3.8 where the heat
generation rate, 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 , can be predicted by the motor’s speed and torque (Zhou et al., 2015).
Specifically, heat pipe free convection is effective when the heat generation rate and the
peak temperature satisfy the condition that 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 < 𝑄𝐴 , and 𝑇 < 𝑇𝐴 . The heat pipe forced
convection with a classic PI controller will be effective when the e-motor’s temperature
and heat generation rate fall within the range that 𝑄𝐴 ≤ 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 < 𝑄𝐵 , and 𝑇 ≥ 𝑇𝐴 . Finally,
the liquid cooling will be turned on when the motor’s heat generation rate and peak
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temperature satisfy the relationship that 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 ≥ 𝑄𝐵 , and 𝑇 ≥ 𝑇𝐴 . In this case, the proposed
controller in (3.31) will regulate the speeds of the coolant pump and radiator fan to track
an optimal heat removal rate.

Figure 3.8: Cooling system control strategy architecture.
The terms 𝑄𝐴 and 𝑄𝐵 represent the heat pipes’ maximum heat transfer capability
by free and forced convection and are determined by COMSOL ® simulation using selected
heat transfer coefficients. The threshold temperature, 𝑇𝐴 , is lower than the reference
temperature for the mode switch strategy to work properly. In general, the heat pipe cooling
subsystem accommodates the low heat generation condition, and liquid cooling will be
turned on for the high thermal load. The overall controller structure for the motor cooling
system is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Hybrid motor cooling system controller structure.

The controller and system parameters are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: List of System Model and Controller Parameters
Variable
𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑎
𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑏
𝐶𝑓𝑎𝑛
𝐶𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝐶𝑝,𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒
𝐶𝑝,𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝐷𝑖𝑠
𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛
𝐷𝑚𝑜𝑡
𝐷𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛
𝑘𝑒
𝐾𝐼
𝐾𝑃
L
𝐿𝑐
𝐿𝑒
𝐿ℎ𝑝

3.5

Value
0.157
1
1.6e-3
1.63e-9
0.348
0.8
520
0.7
25
175
280
350
100
0.4
400
60
125
125
250

Unit
m2
cm2
m
cm3
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Variable
𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑡
𝑚𝑐𝑟𝑎
𝑚𝑓𝑖𝑛
𝑚ℎ𝑝
𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡
𝑀𝑤𝑚
𝑛𝑚
𝑃𝑄
𝑃𝑅
𝑄𝐴
𝑄𝐵
𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑎
𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎
𝑇𝐴
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝜌𝑎
𝜌𝑤
𝜖
𝜈

Value
279
3.28
0.98
0.66
50
2
4
1e6
5e8
800
1600
3.1e-4
10
68
70
1.099
1000
4.17
1.562e-5

Unit
mm
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
W
W
K/W
mm
°C
°C
kg/m3
kg/m3
m2/s

Case Study
A series of numerical simulations were conducted for different motor operating

scenarios to validate the performance of the proposed cooling system. A complete series
hybrid electric vehicle powertrain model has been implemented based on a military ground
truck using MATLAB/Simulink (Zhang et al., 2014). The cooling system was simulated
for this vehicle. Ten cases were investigated for the UADC under 0% and 20% road grades
with two ambient air temperatures of 25°C and 40°C. The results of these findings
including energy consumption are displayed in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Summary of Numerical Results for Cases 1-10
Case
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Driving
Cycle

Road
Grade

Configuration
Heat pipes

0%
Conventional liquid
Urban
Assault

Heat pipes
20%

Conventional liquid
Hybrid
(Heat pipes + Liquid)

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
(°C)
25
40
25
40
25
40
25
40
25
40

Feasibility
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass

Energy Consumption (KJ)
Heat pipe
Liquid
Total
0
0
29.5
29.5
38.7
38.7
98.4
98.4
580.3
580.3
773.2
773.2
100.8
151.5
252.3
96.9
302.4
399.3

Energy
Savings (kJ)
38.7
68.9
328.0
373.9

The motor’s reference temperature is set as 70°C for safety even though a higher
operating temperature may be acceptable. The performances of three different cooling
methods are studied in this paper. First, an array of heat pipes with free or forced
convection. Second, a hybrid cooling system which features heat pipes and a supplemental
liquid cooling pathway. Third, a conventional liquid cooling system (as shown in Figure.
3.1b) is included in this study for comparison purposes. It is assumed no extra weight is
added since the liquid cooling channels of the hybrid system are smaller which offset the
weight added by the heat pipes. For all cases, the motor’s initial temperature is set as 50°C
to reflect a “hot” start condition. The total simulation time is 1,500 seconds (25 minutes).
The UADC’s vehicle speed and e-motor heat generation profiles (with 0% and 20% road
grade) are displayed in Figure. 3.10. The two road grades simulations represent low and
high operating loads, respectively. Note that 20% road grade represents the worst-case
scenario since it includes frequent acceleration and deceleration on a steep slope resulting
in a peak heat generation rate of 6.6kW (refer to Figure 3.10c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.10: Urban Assault driving cycle – (a): Vehicle speed, (b): Motor heat
generation rate with 0% grade, and (c): Motor heat generation rate with 20% grade
The simulation results for Cases 1 to 4 are displayed in Figure 3.11 and represent a
low heat generation case with the vehicle running at a 0% road grade. For Case 1 (Figure
3.11a), the motor temperature can be maintained under the reference value (dotted black
line) without energy consumption when the heat pipe cooling uses free convection. For
Case 2 (Figure 3.11b) with a higher ambient temperature, the motor temperature would
exceed the reference value at 792s when the heat pipe’s free convection proves no longer
adequate. However, the centrifugal fan may be turned on to apply forced convection. The
motor temperature remains below the threshold safety value while consuming 29.5kJ.
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Results show that the motor temperature can be cooled to approximately 45°C and 55°C
for Cases 1 and 2 when maximum forced convection are applied (with maximum
centrifugal fan speed).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.11: Electric motor stator hot temperature, 𝑇𝑠ℎ , results for Cases 1 – 4 with 0%
road grade: (a) Case 1-Heat pipe cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 25°𝐶, (b) Case 2-Heat pipe cooling,
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 40°𝐶, (c) Case 3-Conventional liquid cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 25°𝐶, and (d) Case4Conventional liquid cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 40°𝐶.
The performance of the conventional liquid cooling system is shown in Figures
3.11c and d (Cases 3 and 4). Results show that the motor temperature can be controlled by
regulating the coolant pump and radiator fan speeds for both cases. Through the utilization
of the maximum pump and fan speeds, the motor can be cooled down to 35°C and 48°C,
respectively. Also, the results show that with maximum actuators’ speed the liquid cooling
is able to maintain a lower motor temperature when compared with the heat pipe cooling
in Cases 1 and 2. In terms of energy consumption, the liquid cooling system consumes
more energy, 38.7kJ and 98.4kJ, when compared to the heat pipe cooling. Results for Cases
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1 to 4 indicate that heat pipe cooling can accommodate the heat transfer requirement by
itself with lower energy consumption.
The road grade is increased to 20% for the driving cycle in Cases 5 – 10 to challenge
the performance of the cooling system with a greater thermal load. The performance of
heat pipe cooling, conventional liquid cooling, and hybrid cooling (heat pipe plus liquid)
with ambient temperatures at 25°C and 40°C are displayed in Figure 3.12. Cases 5 and 6,
in Figures 3.12a and 3.12b, shows that the heat pipe cooling fails to maintain the motor
temperature within the requirement despite maximum forced convection. The extreme
thermal load causes the heat pipes to reach the boiling limit, which in turn causes a dry-out
condition. This chain of events causes failures in the heat pipes. As expected, the
performance in Case 6 is worse when compared to Case 5 because of the higher ambient
temperature.
The response of the liquid cooling system (Cases 7 and 8) is shown in Figures 3.12c
and 3.12d. The motor temperature can be maintained within a small range of the reference
value by adjusting the pump and fan speeds. Compared with Case 3 which uses the same
cooling method, the motor’s temperature rises up faster due to the higher heat generation
rate caused by the steeper road condition. Case 8 reflects an ambient temperature at 40°C,
and the stator temperature approaches the motor’s reference temperature at 785s with
maximum actuator operation. Regarding energy consumption, Case 8 consumes 773.2kJ
versus 580.3kJ for Case 7 due to a higher ambient temperature.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.12: Electric motor stator hot temperature, 𝑇𝑠ℎ , results for Cases 5 – 10 with
20% road grade: (a) Case 5-Heat pipe cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 25°C, (b) Case 6-Heat pipe
cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 40°C, (c) Case7-Conventional liquid cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 25°C, (d)
Case8-Conventional liquid cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 40°C, (e) Case 9-Hybrid cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 =
25°C, and (f) Case 10-Hybrid cooling, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 40°C.
The hybrid cooling system offers adjustable heat rejection pathway for Cases 9 and
10 in Figure 3.12e and 3.12f. The pie chart in Figure 3.12e shows that 40.3% heat is
removed by liquid in comparison with 59.7% by heat pipes for 25°C ambient temperature.
In Case 10, at a 40°C ambient temperature, the motor temperature was acceptable with
liquid cooling to supplement the heat removed by the heat pipes (shown in the pie chart in
Figure 3.12f). The energy consumptions for Cases 9 and 10 are 252.3kJ and 399.3kJ,
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respectively. Results show that hybrid cooling is able to reduce energy use when compared
with conventional liquid cooling (Cases 7 and 8). In other words, the coolant pump and
radiator fan will operate at slower speeds with part of the heat removed by the heat pipe
cooling pathway. In terms of the maximum cooling capability (dotted blue line), the motor
can be cooled to a lower temperature with the hybrid cooling compared with the liquid
cooling in Cases 7 and 8.
In scenarios with low heat generation, the heat pipe cooling system is able to
decrease the rate of e-motor’s temperature rise. Heat pipe free convection can maintain the
motor’s temperature below the designed value with low thermal loads and low ambient
temperatures. For cases with high heat generation rate, heat pipe cooling itself may fail to
operate due to failures that can occur because of the heat pipe’s boiling limit. Therefore,
hybrid cooling with heat pipes and liquid can maintain the motor’s temperature as well as
save energy when compared to the liquid cooling alone. The power consumption for each
configuration is presented in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Energy consumption for each cooling system – heat pipe, liquid, and
hybrid for two road grades.
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Furthermore, considering systems with an equivalent cooling capacity, pure heat
pipe cooling operates either passively based on the temperature gradient or actively with
fan speed control. In addition, heat pipe cooling offers smaller size, less weight, and
reduced energy consumption compared to liquid cooling since many components are
removed (e.g., radiator, pump, hoses). However, heat pipe cooling requires a well designed
thermal cradle to connect the heat pipes with the thermal load thus adding structure
complexity and costs. On the other hand, heat pipes have limited heat transfer capability.
As a result, a hybrid system is studied in this paper to satisfy cooling capacity requirement
and simultaneously reduce energy consumption. System weight is unchanged since a
smaller radiator is used in the hybrid cooling system.
3.6

Summary
An innovative cooling system using heat pipes and circulating liquid was designed

and simulated for electric motors. The system benefits significantly from multiple
pathways for heat rejection include power minimization and compact design. A reduced
order thermal model predicted the motor’s internal hot spots during operation. A nonlinear
controller was designed to maintain the motor temperature within prescribed limits while
minimizing energy consumption. Simulation results were presented for the urban assault
driving profile at different road grades (0%, 20%) and ambient temperatures (20°C, 40°C).
At 0% road grade, the motor’s temperature is maintained about 70°C with heat pipe free
and forced convection. At a 20% road grade, the liquid cooling pathway is switched on to
help maintain the electric motor temperature because of larger heat generation rate. For the
specific 85kW e-motor within the 1500s simulation time, the hybrid cooling system saved
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up to approximately 370 kJ of energy compared with conventional liquid cooling due to
smart operation. The next step in the research is the experimental testing to validate the
model and controller.
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CHAPTER 4
DEVELOPMENT OF A HEAT PIPE BASED BATTERY THERMAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Enhanced battery pack cooling remains an open thermal management challenge in
hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) applications. A robust cooling system should maintain the
battery pack core temperature within the prescribed operating range to improve system
performance, durability, and reliability while minimizing power consumption. This paper
proposes a smart battery thermal management system utilizing heat pipes as a thermal bus
to efficiently remove heat. The system couples a standard air conditioning (AC) system
with traditional ambient air ventilation. The two loops can run independently or in tandem
to achieve the desired control. A nonlinear model predictive controller (NMPC) was
developed to maintain battery core temperature within a designated range using compressor
and fan speeds as the control inputs. A mathematical battery thermal model was developed
to estimate the core and surface temperatures. The system performance and power
requirements were evaluated for various driving cycles and ambient conditions. Numerical
results showed that the proposed cooling system can regulate the battery core temperature
within the desired range (maximum tracking error of 2.1°C) while compensating for
ambient temperature conditions using a suitable cooling strategy. The system showed the
ability to remove up to 1134.8kJ of heat as per simulation results. The simulation also
presents the power consumed by system components under varying modes and ambient
conditions.
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4.1

Introduction
Proper battery selection depends on the given application. For instance, Hybrid

Electric Vehicle (HEV) batteries require a high energy density to be able to operate for
long periods of time while satisfying propulsion demands. Lithium-ion power packs meet
this requirement since they offer greater performance in comparison to lead-acid and
nickel-metal batteries. However, the performance of lithium-ion batteries depends on their
operating temperature, which must be maintained within a desired range for improved
durability and reliability. Maintaining the battery temperature is a challenge since a
considerable amount of heat is generated during charging and discharging processes due
to high electric current flow (Lin et al., 2014). This causes a temperature rise which effects
a series of temperature-dependent parameters such as the voltage, state of charge (SOC),
electric power capacity, charge and discharge efficiency, and battery life (Garimella et al.,
2011 and Leuchter et al., 2011). Several works have elucidated that battery life degrades
quickly if used at elevated temperatures (Ramadass et al., 2003 and Wohlfahrt-Mehrens et
al., 2004). Simultaneously, high battery temperature can lead to thermal runaway, causing
a fire or explosion (Wang et al., 2012 and Feng et al., 2018). Thermal stability is a major
criterion for enhancing safety and reliability. A literature review was conducted by Yang
et al. (2019) on Battery Thermal Management System (BTMS) strategies and summarized
the evaluation criteria. A compact, lightweight BTMS is essential in achieving a longer
battery life and in avoiding extreme temperatures.
The chief BTMS focus areas include mathematical modeling, cooling structure
design, and control algorithms. In previous works, Yeow et al. (2012) developed a Finite
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Element Analysis (FEA) model for the temperature distribution behavior of Li-ion pouch
cells which they corroborated with experimental results. Lin et al. (2014) proposed a
lumped parameter thermal model for cylindrical batteries to capture surface and core
temperatures, battery SOC, and voltage. Torregrossa et al. (2016) developed a nonparametric method to predict the lithium-ion battery surface temperature profile (error less
than 1.8%). Tan et al. (2018) optimized a battery cooling panel’s microchannel using an
interface-enriched generalized finite element method for better coolant pressure drop and
battery temperature results. Lyu et al. (2019) performed an experimental investigation on
electric vehicle BTMS with thermoelectric cooling (TEC) which realized a 43°C battery
surface temperature drop. Tao et al. (2014 and 2015) minimized power consumption using
a nonlinear controller for a HEV’s BTMS. Zhu et al. (2018) proposed an iterative dynamic
programming method to improve BTMS performance and energy-efficiency for connected
and automated hybrid electric vehicles.
Typically, a BTMS uses air, liquid, phase change materials (PCM), or a
combination of these as thermal regulating elements (refer to Figure 4.1) (Li et al., 2014).
Each of these cooling system designs has its own advantages and disadvantages. An aircooled system eliminates the on-board chiller unit and coolant pump leading to weight
reduction and energy savings. However, optimizing battery layout and air flow is
challenging. Moreover, air convection may be insufficient under high thermal loads and
extreme ambient temperature to maintain the desired battery temperature. Comparatively,
liquid cooling is more effective due to its higher heat capacity, but tends to be costlier, adds
more weight, and any physical damage to the system may lead to leaks. Also, liquid cooling
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system maintenance and repair issues are more complex and have higher costs. PCM
systems, on the other hand, have a temporary high heat latent capacity, thereby maintaining
a battery temperature within the PCM melting point range, but they have an insufficient
long-term thermal stability (Sabbah et al., 2008). To help make any of these cooling
systems more compact, heat pipes may be introduced for a higher heat transfer rate and
packaging flexibility.

Figure 4.1: Battery thermal management methods diagram – (a) convective air cooling;
(b) liquid cooling with radiator; (c) recirculated air cooling coupled with AC; (d) liquid
cooling coupled with chiller; (e) heat pipe cooling with air or liquid; and (f) PCM
cooling with air or liquid.
Heat pipes are a promising candidate for EV/HEV BTMS due to their small size,
passive operation, long lifetime, and outstanding thermal performance. BTMS heat pipe
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applications have been explored for various configurations. Wang et al. (2015) investigated
the practicality of EV/HEV BTMS using heat pipes to achieve faster battery cooling and
warmup processes. Tran et al. (2014) experimentally explored the use of heat pipes for
HEV lithium-ion battery modules and found an evenly distributed battery cell temperature
within optimal range using minimal ventilation. Zhao et al. (2015) presented a unique
Lithium-ion battery cooling system combining wet cooling with heat pipes for
compactness, reduced weight, and superior temperature control. Smith et al. (2018)
investigated a heat pipe based BTMS performance for EVs which dissipated 50W heat
from each battery cell while maintaining temperatures below the prescribed limit. Hong et
al. (2015) investigated the use of ultra-thin loop heat pipes in BTMS. Their experimental
results demonstrated that the proposed system can regulate safe battery operation under
extreme temperature conditions.
Despite the various heat pipe based BTMS designs, an opportunity exists to
introduce advanced control algorithms to further improve cooling performance and lower
energy consumption. This paper proposes a heat pipe based BTMS using a Model
Predictive Controller (MPC), which regulates the cooling air flow or temperature to
stabilize the battery’s internal temperature. A compact air tunnel was designed with two
cooling loops (e.g., ambient air ventilation, AC) to accommodate various ambient and heat
generation conditions. The proposed system has been numerically evaluated on a hybrid
military vehicle undergoing various driving cycles and ambient conditions.
The remaining article is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the cooling
system configuration and working principle. Section 4.3 presents mathematical models for
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the battery and heat pipe-based cooling system to establish a foundation for control
algorithms introduced in Section 4.4. Representative simulation results are discussed in
Section 4.5 followed by the conclusions in Section 4.6. A complete Nomenclature List is
provided in the Appendix.
4.2

Battery Cooling System Design
This research object is to design a heat pipe based BTMS featuring multiple heat

transfer pathways, a standard AC loop and a traditional ambient air ventilation system, with
applications to a military HEV’s battery pack. The compact system is composed of battery
modules sandwiched between two flat plate heat collectors with inserted heat pipes. Fins
are provided on one end of the heat pipes to facilitate the convective heat transfer process.
The battery pack (composed of N modules evenly placed in two rows) generates the
thermal load while the heat collector, heat pipe, and finned heat exchanger assembly acts
as the thermal regulating elements (refer to Figure 4.2a). Each battery module consists of
ten cells connected in series that ideally generate uniform electric current. The flat plate
aluminum heat collectors pick up heat from the battery modules and transfer it to the fins
through the heat pipes (refer to Figure 4.2b). The finned portion of all modules are placed
in a smooth hollow PVC tunnel through which air flows to remove heat. The air is supplied
to the plenum via two parallel circuits which are controlled using flow regulating valves;
one circuit uses ambient air ventilation while the other uses the air-conditioning system.
The cooling system dimensional parameters are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Battery pack and its cooling system diagram – (a) battery pack with
ambient air and AC cooling; (b) battery module with its cooling tunnel; (c) battery
module with its lumped parameter model schematic
Heat pipes were integrated into this BTMS due to their high thermal conductivity,
fast thermal response, and relatively compact size. A heat pipe can transfer heat several
orders of magnitude higher than a similar sized solid metal rod since latent heat is used.
Typically, a heat pipe consists of two sections, an evaporator and a condenser, with heat
transfer starting at the evaporator end. The working liquid stored in the heat pipe wick
structure is vaporized by absorbing heat. This vapor travels towards the condenser through
the vapor chamber and condenses back to liquid by rejecting heat. Finally, the liquid returns
to the evaporator through capillary action. Thus, heat is efficiently transferred with
repeated evaporation-condensation cycles. The main advantages of this design are its
simplicity, compactness and scalability. Heat is collected from each battery module using
heat pipe assemblies which eliminates the need for micro air-cooling channels. Instead,
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one macro air flow channel is sufficient for all battery modules. The fins at the end of heat
pipes inside the air tunnel help in increasing heat transfer surface area. Forced air
convection is applied using a variable speed fan. The system can be scaled up as required
by adding more battery modules and increasing fan speed based on cooling needs.
4.3

Mathematical Models – Battery Pack, Heat Pipe, and AC
To investigate the proposed heat pipe based BTMS, a series of mathematical

models were created. The various temperature nodes represent the system states while the
thermal resistances depict the pathways in the system (refer to Figure 4.2c). The battery
module core and surface temperatures, 𝑇𝑐 and 𝑇𝑠 , along with the local air tunnel
temperature, 𝑇𝑎 , are independent for each module. The thermal resistances depend on the
physical parameters of the system including material properties and physical dimensions.
For a comprehensive analysis, the system power consumption is also analyzed. To develop
the models, three assumptions are imposed:
A. 1: Each individual module generates the same amount of heat/current.
A. 2: Air flow in the tunnel is fully developed and laminar.
A. 3: Battery core and surface heat capacities are constants.
A. 4: Battery surface, heat collector, heat pipes, and heat exchanger have no contact
thermal resistances.
4.3.1 Battery Pack
The battery pack is composed of N/2 sections with two opposite modules sharing
the same cooling air temperature conditions (e.g., module 1 and N in Figure 4.2a).
Successive modules encounter a rising cooling air temperature, with the outlet air
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temperature of the ith module being the inlet air temperature of the (i+1) th module. The
governing thermal equations for the battery core and surface temperatures become:

Cc

dTci
T T
  ci si  Qb , (i  1, 2,..., N / 2)
dt
Rc

(4.1)

dTsi
T T T T
  si ci  si ai
dt
Rc
Ru

(4.2)

Cs

The symbols 𝐶𝑐 and 𝐶𝑠 represent the module’s core and surface heat capacities,
respectively. The terms 𝑅𝑐 and 𝑅𝑢 denote the thermal resistances between the core-surface
and the surface-local cooling air. Note that 𝑅𝑢 is a summation of thermal resistances in
series and may be simplified into a function of air mass flow rate due to convection (refer
to Equation (4.9)). Due to symmetry, only modules 1-N/2 (per Figure 4.2a) are studied.
The module heat generation rate, 𝑄𝑏 , is approximated as the concentrated Joule loss
and may be calculated using battery current, 𝐼, and internal resistance, 𝑅𝑒 , as (Lin et al.,
2014)
Qb  I 2 Re , I mc  I  I md

(4.3)

The battery current is the system input and can be determined by the specific
driving cycle. The parameters 𝐼𝑚𝑐 and 𝐼𝑚𝑑 denote the maximum charge and discharge
currents, respectively. The transient cooling air temperature across the cooling tunnel may
be expressed as

Cf Ma

 T T
dTai
   ai si
dt
 Ru
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  C f ma (Tai  Ta (i 1) )


(4.4)

where 𝐶𝑓 is the air heat capacity and 𝑀𝑎 is the local air mass in contact with the module.
To maintain a reasonable and uniform temperature distribution in the battery pack, the
overall air temperature gradient is restricted by constraining the air mass flow rate as

ma 

NQb
2C f (Ta ( N /2)  Ta 0 )

, Ta ( N /2)  Ta 0  TL

(4.5)

The symbol 𝑇𝐿 is the assigned limit of cooling air temperature difference. For the
purpose of controller design study, just one module is selected as the plant in Section 4.4.
4.3.2 Heat Collector and Heat Pipe
The various thermal pathways in the system govern the system dynamics which in
turn are controlled by material properties and physical parameters. The heat collector is
made of aluminium which efficiently removes heat from the battery pack and transfers it
to the thermal bus (heat pipes). The thermal resistance of the flat plate heat collector, 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑙 ,
is given by

Rco 

tco
kal Aco

(4.6)

where 𝑡𝑐𝑜 represents the collector’s thickness, 𝐴𝑐𝑜 denotes the surface area in contact with
battery surface, and 𝑘𝑎𝑙 is the thermal conductivity of aluminium. The thermal bus is made
of round copper heat pipes with fins at the condenser end to increase surface area. The
thermal resistance of the heat pipe, 𝑅ℎ𝑝 , is a combination of shell thermal resistance, 𝑅𝑠 ,
and thermal resistance of the phase change pathway, 𝑅𝑓𝑔 , in parallel (Reay et al., 2014)
which are expressed as
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(4.7)

The thermal conductivities of the shell and wick are defined by 𝑘𝑠 and 𝑘𝑤 ; 𝐴𝑠 , 𝐴𝑠𝑒 ,
𝐴𝑠𝑐 , 𝐴𝑤𝑒 , 𝐴𝑤𝑐 are the shell, evaporator shell, condenser shell, evaporator wick and
condenser wick surface areas; and 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑓 , 𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑤 are the heat pipe effective length, shell
thickness and wick thickness; respectively. The fin thermal resistance, 𝑅𝑒𝑥 , is due to
convection and can be given by

R ex 

1
hex Aex

(4.8)

where 𝐴𝑒𝑥 denotes the fin surface area, and ℎ𝑒𝑥 is the average convective heat transfer
coefficient based on cooling air mass flow rate and fin dimensions. The net thermal
resistance across battery surface and cooling air (𝑅𝑢 ) is a combination of collector, heat
pipe and fin thermal resistances in series. This can be simplified as a function of the air
mass flow rate:
Ru  Rco  Rhp  Rex   ma 

(4.9)

The symbol 𝑚̇𝑎 is the air mass flow rate, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are constants from the curve
fitting (listed in Table 4.2).
4.3.3 Air Conditioning System
Air conditioning systems include a compressor, condenser, and evaporator. During
operation, the refrigerant transfers heat between the evaporator (cold) and condenser (hot)
by changing phase. The proposed model intends to reject some of the heat from the battery
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pack to the ambient via the AC system. In general, the governing equations to keep the
energy balance may be expressed as

Wc  Qe  Qc  0

(4.10)

where 𝑊̇𝑐 , 𝑄̇𝑒 , and 𝑄̇𝑐 represent the power input from the compressor, heat transfer at
evaporator, and heat transfer at condenser. Furthermore, the heat transfer at evaporator and
condenser can be expressed as

Qe  he Ae Ta ( N /2)  Tre  , Qc  hc Ac Trc  T 

(4.11)

The symbols, ℎ𝑒 , ℎ𝑐 , 𝐴𝑒 , 𝐴𝑐 , 𝑇𝑟𝑒 , and 𝑇𝑟𝑐 are the convective heat transfer
coefficients, heat transfer areas, and refrigerant temperatures at the evaporator and
condenser, respectively. The parameter, 𝑇𝑎(𝑁/2), represents the evaporator air inlet
temperature which is also the outlet air temperature for module N/2 since the cooling air is
recirculated and the module is located at the cooling tunnel’s outlet (refer to Figure. 4.2).
The mass flow rate, 𝑚̇𝑐 , throughout the compressor can be expressed as

mc  v s Ncld

(4.12)

where 𝜂𝑣 represents the volumetric efficiency, 𝜌𝑠 is the suction density, 𝑁𝑐 denotes the
compressor rotary speed, and 𝑙𝑑 is the compressor displacement. The work done to run the
compressor is given by the rate of enthalpy increase calculated as

Wc  mc (hd  hs )

(4.13)

where ℎ𝑑 and ℎ𝑠 represent the discharge and suction specific enthalpy, and 𝑚̇𝑐 is the
refrigerant mass flow rate. Once air mass flow rate is fixed, the air outlet temperature from
the evaporator depends on ambient temperature, evaporator air inlet temperature, and
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compressor speed. Furthermore, the optimal compressor speed is based on the cooling air
temperature, solved by the proposed controller in Section 4.3.3.
Cooling system power consumption is mainly attributed to the speed controlled
electric fans and AC compressor. The compressor power, 𝑊̇𝑐𝑚 , is evaluated using angular
speed, 𝜔𝑐𝑚 , and torque, 𝑇𝑐𝑚 , as

Wcm  cmTcm

(4.14)

Cooling system fans consume lesser power as compared to the compressor and may
be estimated based on geometry and angular speed of the fan using the equation (Tao et
al., 2016)

Pf 

D 5f C pr C fl  a
60

3

N 3f

(4.15)

where 𝐷𝑓 represents the fan diameter, 𝐶𝑓𝑙 , 𝐶𝑝𝑟 are the flow and pressure drop constants,
and 𝑁𝑓 denotes the fan speed.
4.4

Control Strategies
The controller should maintain the battery core temperature about the target value

while minimizing the system power consumption by carefully regulating the actuators. The
controller design should adapt to external disturbances such as changing ambient
temperature and fluctuating heat generation rate by switching between different modes. As
discussed previously, the battery cooling system has the following modes:
I. Ambient air cooling with variable speed fan control.
II. AC system cooling with a fixed compressor speed.
III. AC system cooling using variable compressor speed control.
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The system cooling mode switches between modes I through III based on the
temperature conditions as depicted in the overall architecture in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Structure of the battery thermal management system

4.4.1 Mode I Controller
A representative analysis using just the first battery module was considered for this
study. Thus, Equations (4.1), (4.2), and (4.4) can be combined and rewritten in a compact
nonlinear form as 𝑥̇ = 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢) so that
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where 𝑥 = [𝑇𝑐1

𝑇𝑠1

𝑇𝑎1 ]𝑇 and 𝑢 = [𝑚̇𝑎

𝑄𝑏

(4.16)

𝑇∞ ]𝑇 . The second and third input

elements, 𝑄𝑏 and 𝑇∞ , represent the heat generation rate and the cooling air inlet
temperature. Note that both elements are not controllable since 𝑄𝑏 depends on the vehicle
driving cycle while the air inlet temperature equals to the ambient temperature. However,
they may be regarded as known or measured disturbances. Thus, only 𝑚̇𝑎 is the
controllable variable in this case.
For designing a nonlinear model predictive controller, the control problem may be
converted into a nonlinear optimization problem with a quadratic cost function and
constraints (Durand et al., 2016). First, the system in (4.16) is discretized with sample time,
𝜏, as
x(k  1)  x(k )  f  x(k ), u(k ) 

(4.17)

where the symbols 𝑘 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 + 1 represent the current time and next time steps. Therefore,
the control input vector at the current time step becomes
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u (k )   ma (k ) Qb (k ) T (k ) 

T

(4.18)

With the pre-selected prediction horizon, 𝑃, the air mass flow sequence from time
step 𝑘 to 𝑘 + 𝑃 − 1 is defined as
M k  [ma (k ) ma (k  1) ... ma (k  P  1)]T P1

(4.19)

To avoid a drastic air mass flow rate change, the mass flow rate difference between
the adjacent time steps may be expressed as

M (i)  M k 1 (1),
M k (i)   k
 M k (i)  M k 1 (i  1),

i 1
1 i  P

(4.20)

The battery’s core temperature at time step, 𝑘 + 1, can be represented using (4.17)
as



x1 (k )  [1 0 0] x  k  1  f  x  k  1 , u  k  1 



(4.21)

The cost function 𝐽 is formulated as
J k  Q Tref  x1 (k )   R  M k (1) 
2

2

(4.22)

where 𝑄 and 𝑅 are the temperature tracking and input change rate weights. 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 denotes
the reference temperature. The overall cost function may be accumulated within the
prediction horizon as

J k k  P 1   Q Tref  x1 (k  i )   R  M k (i ) 
P

2

2

(4.23)

i 1

Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm was selected for this nonlinear
MPC application. The optimal control input sequence, 𝑀𝑘,𝑜𝑝𝑡 , leading to the smallest cost
function value was solved and implemented for the prediction horizon, 𝑃.
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M k ,opt  arg min J k k  P 1 ( M k )
subject to: M min  M k  M max

(4.24)

The symbols 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 represent the minimum and maximum air mass flow
rate sequences, respectively. Note 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 are vectors so that 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
[𝑚̇𝑚𝑖𝑛 , … , 𝑚̇𝑚𝑖𝑛 ]𝑇𝑃×1 and 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [𝑚̇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , … , 𝑚̇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]𝑇𝑃×1 . Then, the first element of 𝑀𝑘,𝑜𝑝𝑡
becomes the control input for the time step 𝑘, and is saved for time step 𝑘 + 1 to solve for
new optimal input.
4.4.2 Mode II Controller
Mode II is active when the system detects that the battery’s core temperature is
higher than the designed upper threshold temperature, 𝑇𝑢 . This is done since the battery
temperature cannot be maintained about the reference value with Mode I even if maximum
fan speed was used. Note that the ambient temperature is lower than the reference
temperature in both Mode I and II. Thus, system will switch back to Mode I when the
battery core temperature reaches the lower temperature threshold, 𝑇𝑙 . The control strategy
switching between Mode I and II is displayed in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Control strategy for Modes I and II
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4.4.3 Mode III Controller
When the ambient temperature is higher than the reference temperature, the AC
cooling needs to be operated for optimal cooling. To simplify the controller design, only
compressor speed is being considered while keeping the blower speed constant. Therefore,
maximum possible air mass flow rate, 𝑚̇𝑎 , is used which makes the term 𝑅𝑢 a constant.
Based on these assumptions, the system in (4.16) becomes linear and can be expressed as

x  Ax  Bw
 1

 RcCc
 1
A
 RcCs

 0

where 𝑥̅ = [𝑇𝑐1

𝑇𝑠1

1
Rc Cc


1
RcCs  Ru Cs
1
Ru C f M a

𝑇𝑎1 ]𝑇 and 𝑤 = [𝑄𝑏

(4.25a)


1

C

 c

1
, B   0
Ru Cs


0

ma
1




Ru C f M a M a 
0


0 

0 

ma 
M a 

(4.25b)

𝑇𝑎0 ]𝑇 represent the linear system states, and

inputs respectively. The symbol, 𝑄𝑏 , stands for the uncontrollable battery module heat
generation rate whereas the cooling air temperature, 𝑇𝑎0 , is the controllable input. Note that
in AC cooling mode, the system input vector, 𝑤, is reduced to two elements as compared
to three in Mode I. Moreover, the inlet and outlet cooling air temperatures, 𝑇𝑎0 and 𝑇𝑎(𝑁/2),
are of particular interest based on the structure of AC loop in Figure. 4.2. In this mode, 𝑇𝑎0
is not the ambient temperature since AC loop is being used. As explained in Mode I before,
this becomes a discretized optimization problem with a quadratic cost function.
x (k  1)  x (k )   Ax (k )  Bw(k ) 

where the input vector, 𝑤 (𝑘 ), is defined as
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(4.26)

w(k )  Qb (k ) Ta 0 (k ) 

T

(4.27)

The prediction horizon being considered is 𝑃𝐴𝐶 , which implies the input
temperature sequence to be expressed as

W2,k  [ w2 (k ) w2 (k  1) ... w2 (k  PAC  1)]T PAC 1

(4.28)

 [Ta 0 (k ) Ta 0 (k  1) ... Ta 0 (k  PAC  1)]T PAC 1

In the same way, the temperature input difference between the adjacent time steps
is formulated as

i 1
W2,k (i)  W2,k 1 (1),
W2,k (i)  
W2,k (i)  W2,k 1 (i  1), 1  i  PAC

(4.29)

Finally, the battery core temperature can be solved using (4.26), and the
accumulated cost function starting from time step 𝑘 within the prediction horizon, 𝑃𝐴𝐶 ,
may be formulated as
PAC

J k k  P 1   QAC Tref  x1 (k  i )   RAC  W2,k (i ) 
2

2

(4.30)

i 1

Thus, the optimal input temperature sequence, 𝑇𝑘,𝑜𝑝𝑡 , can be solved as

Tk ,opt  arg min J k k  PAC 1 (Tk )
subject to: Tmin  Tk  Tmax

(4.31)

where 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and maximum input temperature sequences, and
can be written as 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [𝑇𝑙𝑜 , … , 𝑇𝑙𝑜 ]𝑇𝑃𝐴𝐶×1 and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = [𝑇ℎ𝑖 , … , 𝑇ℎ𝑖 ]𝑇𝑃𝐴𝐶×1 .
4.5

Case Study
A series of numerical simulations were conducted for different operating profiles

and environmental conditions to evaluate the performance of the proposed battery thermal
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management system. The computer simulation features a four-wheel series hybrid electric
vehicle with hub e-motors, an internal combustion engine generator set, and a battery pack
described in Matlab/Simulink. The derived mathematical models and controllers of Section
4.3 and 4.4 are applied in the thermal management simulation. A battery pack with 14
battery modules featuring heat pipe based innovative cooling system was selected for this
case study. Six tests with different electric current input profiles and ambient scenarios, as
listed in Table 4.1, were implemented.
Table 4.1: Numerical Study Results of Tests 1-6 over a 1200s Simulation
Cooling Modes
Test
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Driving
Cycle
Urban
Assault
Convoy
Escort

𝑇∞
(°C)

I

II

III

10
25
40
10
25
40

On
On
Off
On
On
Off

Off
On
Off
On
On
Off

Off
Off
On
Off
Off
On

Temperature
Tracking Error
(°C)
Mean
Max
0.2
0.8
0.1
1.6
0.1
0.5
0.4
1.0
0.5
2.1
0.2
0.6

(a)

Heat
Removed
(kJ)

Energy Consumption (kJ)

191.2
187.2
294.4
1013.6
1047.8
1134.8

Fan

AC

Total

10.5
48.8
101.8
23.8
78.3
101.8

0
34.1
152.6
78.7
473.1
790.1

10.5
82.9
254.4
102.5
551.4
891.9

(b)

Figure 4.5: Urban assault and convoy escort driving cycles – (a) Vehicle speed and (b)
Battery current
The first three tests correspond to the Urban Assault driving cycle while the last
three simulate the Convoy Escort driving cycle. It was assumed that the hybrid vehicle was
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running in the silent mode (pure electric mode); the vehicle speed and battery current load
profiles for each cycle are displayed in Figure 4.5.
The positive and negative currents represent the discharging and charging
processes, respectively. The system and control parameters are summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: List of system model and control parameters
Variable

Value

Unit

𝛼
𝐴𝑐𝑜
𝐴𝑒𝑥
𝐴𝑠𝑐
𝐴𝑠𝑒
𝐴𝑤𝑐
𝐴𝑤𝑒
𝛽
𝐶𝑐
𝑇𝐿
𝐶𝑠
𝐶𝑓
𝐶𝑓𝑙
𝐶𝑝𝑟
𝐷𝑓
𝑑𝑝

1.43e-2
2.3e-2
0.47
1.5e-3
6.5e-3
1.3e-3
5.6e-3
-0.949
1072
4
120
1.004
0.34
0.15
0.35
64

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
J/K
°C
J/K
kJ/kg/K
m
mm

Variable Value
ℎ𝑚
ℎ𝑡
𝐼𝑚𝑐
𝐼𝑚𝑑
𝑘𝑎𝑙
𝑘𝑠
𝑘𝑤
𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑙𝑚
𝑀𝑎
𝑚̇𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚̇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑁𝑐𝑓
𝑃
𝑃𝐴𝐶
𝑄

88
94
-50
100
205
400
200.3
160
260
8.6e-4
0
0.3
2000
10
25
120

Unit
mm
mm
A
A
W/m/K
W/m/K
W/m/K
mm
mm
kg
kg/s
kg/s
rpm
s
s
-

Variable Value
𝑄𝐴𝐶
𝑅𝑐
𝑅
𝑅𝐴𝐶
𝑇ℎ𝑖
𝑇𝑙𝑜
𝑇𝑙
𝑇𝑢
𝑡𝑠
𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑙
𝑤𝑚
𝑤𝑡
𝜏
𝑡𝑤
𝜌𝑎

150
0.3
30
5
35
5
34.5
35.5
0.5
10
148
106
1
1
1.09

Unit
K/W
°C
°C
°C
°C
mm
mm
mm
mm
s
mm
kg/m3

The target battery core temperature, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 , is set at 35°C. Three ambient conditions
were considered for each driving cycle; 𝑇∞ = 10°C, 25°C, and 40°C. Each scenario was
executed for 20 minutes. The initial battery temperature for the first two ambient conditions
were set at 35oC for a faster response whereas for the third case (hot condition), the initial
battery temperature matches the ambient. The battery core temperature maximum tracking
error, heat removed, and total cooling system energy consumptions are summarized in
Table 4.1. The representative temperature responses are presented in Figures 4.6a-4.6c.
The simulation results for Test 1 (Urban Assault, 10°C ambient temperature) are
shown in Figure 4.6a. The battery core temperature (𝑇𝑐 ) was maintained around the target
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with a 0.8°C tracking error by regulating the ambient air mass flow rate using fan speed
control. It can be observed that Mode I is sufficient to maintain the battery temperature in
Test 1. In terms of system energy consumption, 10.5kJ was consumed by the fan. Tests 2,
3, and 4 yielded similar test results to tests 1, 5, and 6 respectively, but with different heat
generation rates. On the other hand, the energy consumption is higher in Tests 4 through 6
owing to comparably higher heat generation rate of the Convoy Escort Driving cycle. Thus,
the results from Tests 2, 3, and 4 have been excluded from the paper.
The cooling system’s adaptive capability was investigated using an average
ambient temperature condition of 25°C in Test 5 (temperature profiles in Figure 4.6b). The
temperature profiles show that Mode I and II switched alternatively based on battery core
temperature conditions. Note that the ambient is below the battery reference temperature
in this case. Thus, Mode I is effective if battery temperature remains below the upper
threshold. In terms of energy consumption, 551.4kJ of energy is consumed.
Test 6 (in Figure 4.6c) employs an ambient temperature condition of 40°C to the
Convoy Escort driving cycle, which makes ambient air ventilation insufficient to maintain
the battery temperature. Thus, Mode III takes effect to compensate for this thermal load
increase by controlling the compressor speed. Given the initial hot battery conditions,
compressor speed is higher in the beginning and then stabilizes to a controlled value based
on the prescribed battery core temperature. Results show that the system is successful in
maintaining battery core temperature under these operating conditions. The maximum
battery core temperature tracking error and system energy consumption are 0.6°C and
891.9kJ respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.6: Simulated Temperature Results of the Battery Core, 𝑇𝑐 , Battery Surface, 𝑇𝑠 ,
and Cooling Air, 𝑇𝑎 for: (a) Test 1-Urban Assault driving cycle, 𝑇∞ = 10°C, (b) Test 5Convoy Escort driving cycle, 𝑇∞ = 25°C, and (c) Test 6-Convoy Escort driving cycle,
𝑇∞ = 40°C
In summary, the proposed cooling system can maintain the battery core temperature
at the reference value with a small temperature tracking error while accommodating
changing ambient conditions. When the heat generation and ambient temperature are low,
ambient air cooling is enough (Mode I). Whereas, if the ambient temperature/heat
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generation rate increase, regular cooling may fail and thus the AC cooling pathway must
be turned on (Mode II and III). However, despite their efficiency under extreme conditions
these modes consume more energy. Overall, the system does manage to maintain the
desired operating conditions while optimizing power consumption.
4.6

Summary
A smart hybrid electric vehicle battery thermal management system using heat

pipes was designed and simulated. The system benefits from the two cooling loops
(traditional ambient air ventilation, and a standard AC system) for better temperature
tracking performance and reduced energy consumption. Model predictive controllers were
designed to regulate either the fan or the AC compressor speed to maintain the battery
temperature. Case studies with Urban Assault and Convoy Escort driving cycles were used
to investigate the performance of the system. Results show that the proposed BTMS is able
to maintain the battery core temperature within the designed range. In addition, with the
mode switch strategy, the cooling system is capable to adapt to a changing ambient
temperature by selecting the most appropriate cooling mode based on the temperature
conditions. Simulation results reveal that the proposed cooling system is able to minimize
power consumption.
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CHAPTER 5
UNMANNED AUTONOMOUS GROUND HYBRID VEHICLE THERMAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM – DESIGN AND CONTROL

Modern autonomous hybrid vehicles are required to have longer range, better fuel
economy and operate in diverse climate conditions. These constraints present new design
challenges such as a more robust system architecture, varying component operating
temperatures and complex electronic control. This paper examines the introduction of a
heat pipe based thermal management system for the vehicle’s electric motors and battery
pack. Mathematical models were developed to numerically describe the components’
thermal behavior. Nonlinear controllers were designed to maintain the electric motor,
battery pack, and the internal combustion engine temperatures about their reference values
by regulating multiple actuators (e.g., pump, radiator fan, blower, compressor and smart
valve) for minimized temperature fluctuations and energy consumption. Numerical results
considered various road grades and ambient conditions to demonstrate the thermal
management system robustness. The electric motor’s stator temperature was maintained at
approximately 70 °C with a 2.1 °C mean error while the battery core temperature was
controlled within 1.0 °C of the target value. The engine coolant’s outlet temperature
exhibited a 0.4 °C mean error about the prescribed value of 90 °C. The findings show the
ability to minimize energy through the integration of heat pipes and smart actuators.
5.1

Introduction
Unmanned autonomous ground vehicles (UAGVs), featuring a pure electric or

hybrid electric powertrain, can be applied where it may be repetitive, inconvenient, and/or
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dangerous for a human operator. The compact design and various powertrain components
(e.g., electric motors, battery pack, and gasoline/diesel engine generator set) of a hybrid
UAGV brings challenges to the thermal management system design (Tao et al., 2015).
Cooling is required for the electric motors and the battery pack which feature diverse
optimal operating temperatures when compared to internal combustion engines (ICEs).
The use of high power-density permanent magnet electric motors generates a considerable
heat flux from the stator, ~36,000 W/m2, causing the motor temperature to rise above 80°C
at 7,000 rpm (Kim 2013, Barcaro et al., 2009, and Santis et al., 2018). In fact, the battery
temperature directly corelates with characteristic parameters (e.g., voltage, state of charge,
electric power capacity, efficiency, cycle life) of a Li-ion battery (Bandhauer et al., 2011).
Severe battery overheating cases may even lead to fires and/or explosions (Wang et al.,
2012). Autonomous vehicles may not require cabin air conditioning as humans may not be
present, so the cooling challenge is lessened. Considering these conditions, an efficient and
smart compact thermal management system optimization is necessary for UAGV reliability
and range.
A literature review of electric motors, batteries, and automotive cooling systems
shows an emphasis on mathematical modeling and controller design for optimal
performance. Zhou et al. (2015) developed a reduced order electric motor thermal model
using the finite element method which offers reduced computational demand with
acceptable accuracy. Tao et al. (2016) proposed an e-motor cooling system optimal control
algorithm to maintain the e-motor’s temperature while minimizing the power consumption.
Lin et al. (2014) created a lumped parameter thermal model to estimate Li-ion battery core
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and surface temperatures. Murashko et al. (2014) developed a PI controller for an HEV
battery pack thermal management system. Kim et al. (2010) studied methods to achieve
faster engine warm up using an active coolant control strategy. Wang et al. (2017)
experimentally demonstrated improved temperature tracking performance using a
nonlinear adaptive controller for engine cooling. For vehicle level thermal management,
nonlinear controllers and optimization algorithms were designed and implemented to
improve the temperature tracking performance and maximize the exergy efficiency (Tao et
al., 2015, and Hamut et al., 2014).
In addition to conventional cooling methods, thermal regulating devices such as
heat pipes have been the topic of recent automotive cooling system research owing to their
small size, passive operation, and thermal performance. Putra et al. (2017) studied an
electric motor thermal management system using L-shaped heat pipes. Huang et al. (2018
and 2019) proposed a heat pipe-based cooling system for electric motors used in HEVs to
reduce energy consumption. Wang et al. (2015) studied the feasibility of using heat pipes
in HEV battery thermal management systems (BTMS) for rapid cooling/warmup. Smith et
al. (2018) successfully demonstrated a heat pipe based BTMS for EVs, which maintained
battery temperature within prescribed limits. Numerical and experimental investigations
conducted by Lazrak et al. (2017) using phase change materials in a BTMS prove the
system can achieve near uniform battery temperature distribution while limiting the overall
temperature rise.
This paper proposes a holistic thermal management system applied to a hybrid
UAGV using heat pipes, which integrates system modeling with a specialized control
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algorithm to enhance cooling system performance (Figure. 5.1). A set of thermal models
with designated control strategies to regulate multiple cooling system actuators is presented
in this paper. The electric thermal loads (e.g., electric motors, battery pack) are cooled
using self-operating heat pipes to minimize system energy consumption. The overall
cooling system performance was investigated in real time using an Urban Assault driving
cycle with various ambient and road grade conditions. The remainder of the article is
organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the cooling system configuration. Section 5.3
presents mathematical models for the thermal loads (e.g., electric motors, battery, engine),
heat pipes, and the air conditioning system. The control algorithms are presented in Section
5.4. Section 5.5 provides a brief case study along with simulation results followed by
Conclusions in Section 5.6.

Figure 5.1: Unmanned Autonomous Ground Hybrid Vehicle (UAGHV) architecture (a) external appearance, (b) powertrain components with outer housing removed, (c)
progressive view of in-wheel motor drive components, and (d) power flow from series
hybrid diesel engine generator to battery pack to wheel motors.
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5.2

Cooling System Configuration
A thermal management system for six electric motors, a battery pack, and a small

diesel engine was designed to ensure that the operating temperatures remained below
specified thresholds. To maximize efficiency, the cooling actuators were controlled to
remove excess heat while minimizing energy consumption. The electric motor cooling
system features two parallel heat transfer pathways as shown in Figure 5.2a (Huang et al.,
2019). An innovative cylindrical thermal “cradle”, with longitudinal slots, wraps around
the electric motor’s stator. The cradle is meant to optimize heat transfer from the stator.
These slots contain heat pipes whose ends are attached to a finned heat exchanger for
convective air cooling. Simultaneously, liquid cooling compensates for insufficient heat
pipe rejection during higher thermal loads using a helical tube placed around the thermal
cradle. The coolant flow through these lines is controlled using a variable speed pump
while an adjustable speed fan was integrated into the radiator assembly.
To cool the battery pack, heat pipes transfer heat from the battery surface to a midbattery pack cooling air tunnel for rejection (refer to Figure 5.2b). The design offers both
air conditioning (AC) and ambient air cooling based on the ambient conditions. Note that
the batteries typically have a lower operating temperature than an internal combustion
engine.
The diesel engine which features a conventional cooling system configuration with
a thermostatic valve, water pump, and a variable speed radiator fan as shown in Figure
5.2c. The separate radiators in Figure 5.2a and 5.2c can be collapsed into a single radiator
if liquid temperature range for the e-motor and the engine are similar.
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Figure 5.2: UAGHV cooling system architecture – (a) Electric motors, (b) Battery, and (c) Diesel engine

5.3

Mathematical Models
The on-board cooling system removes heat from the unmanned autonomous ground

vehicle powertrain components to maintain specified temperatures using minimal energy.
A series of mathematical models will be presented to describe the dynamic and thermal
behavior of these elements.
5.3.1 Electric Motor
An electric motor generates heat during operation primarily due to inefficiencies.
The e-motor features a stator with windings and a permanent magnet rotor. To estimate the
motor’s internal temperature field while offering satisfying computational efficiency, an
FEA based reduced order thermal model was selected (Zhou et al., 2015). The state-space
model has 40 stator, 𝑥⃗𝑠 , and 20 rotor, 𝑥⃗𝑟 ,temperature states so that

xs  As xs  Bs qs , Ts  Cs xs  Ds qs

(5.1)

xr  Ar xr  Br qr , Tr  Cr xr  Dr qr

(5.2)

where 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷 correspond to the traditional state-space matrices.
The stator and rotor thermal model are coupled through air gap convective heat
transfer. The model inputs are the heat flux vectors, 𝑞⃗𝑠 , and 𝑞⃗𝑟 which are determined by
the motor’s speed and torque. For the cooling system design, the third element of 𝑞⃗𝑠 is of
interest since it represents the heat removal flux (refer to Section 5.4). The architecture of
the electric motor cooling system is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Electric motor cooling architecture with two heat transfer pathways
The thermal cradle (attached to the stator’s outer surface) temperature, 𝑇𝑐𝑟 , is
determined by the heat transfer between the motor-cradle, 𝑄𝑚𝑐 , cradle-heat pipe, 𝑄𝑐ℎ , and
cradle-liquid, 𝑄𝑐𝑙 , so that

 T T   T T   T T 
CcrTcr  Qmc  Qch  Qcl   so cr    cr ex    cr ch 
 Rcr   Rh   1 hc Ac 

(5.3)

where 𝐶𝑐𝑟 and 𝑅𝑐𝑟 are the cradle’s heat capacity and thermal resistance, respectively. The
variable 𝑇𝑠𝑜 represents the stator’s outer surface temperature from (5.1) while 𝐴𝑐 is the
cradle external surface area.
For heat pipe cooling, the array of two-phase devices transfer heat from the cradle
to the finned heat exchanger. The heat exchanger differential temperature, 𝑇𝑒𝑥 , becomes

 T T   T T 
CexTex   cr ex    ex  
 Rh   1 hex Aex 

(5.4)

where 𝐴𝑒𝑥 , 𝐶𝑒𝑥 , and 𝑅ℎ are the heat exchanger surface area, heat capacity, and heat pipe
effective thermal resistance.

The convective heat

transfer

coefficient

ℎ𝑒𝑥 =

𝑓(𝑣𝑠𝑝𝑑 , 𝑣𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 , 𝛼𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 ) depends on the vehicle speed, wind speed, and wind attack angle.
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The e-motor liquid cooling system removes heat from six motors in parallel and
transfers it to the radiator for rejection to the ambient surroundings. The motor and radiator
coolant temperatures, 𝑇𝑐ℎ and 𝑇𝑐𝑙 , may be written as

 T T 
CchTch   cr ch   mmwC pc (Tch  Tcl )
 1 hc Ac 
CclTcl  mmwC pc (Tch  Tcl ) mmmaC pa (Tcl  T )

(5.5)

(5.6)

where 𝐶𝑐ℎ and 𝐶𝑐𝑙 are the motor’s cooling jacket and radiator heat capacities. The variables
𝑚̇𝑚𝑤 and 𝑚̇𝑚𝑎 denote the coolant and air mass flow rates. The heat transfer coefficient
between the cradle and coolant becomes ℎ𝑐 = 𝑓(𝑚̇𝑚𝑤 ). The term 𝜂𝑚 is the radiator
efficiency which is determined experimentally.
5.3.2 Battery Module
A 70-kWh battery pack subject to ambient air and AC convective cooling was
analyzed as shown in Figure 5.4. For this thermal analysis one of the modules was studied.
A lumped parameter thermal model was created to describe the battery core, 𝑇𝑐𝑖 , and
surface, 𝑇𝑠𝑖 , temperatures for module 𝑖, so that


 Tci  Tsi 
 CcTci  Qbi  


 Rc 
,  i  1, 2,..., n 





T

T
T

T
C T  ci si  si ai
 s si  R   R 
c
u

 



(5.7)

where 𝐶𝑐 and 𝐶𝑠 represent the battery’s core and surface heat capacities, respectively. The
term 𝑅𝑐 denotes the thermal resistance between the core and surface, whereas the thermal
resistance between the battery surface and cooling air, 𝑅𝑢 , is a function of air mass flow
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rate that 𝑅𝑢 = 𝑓𝑅 (𝑚̇𝑏𝑎 ). The battery module heat generation rate, 𝑄𝑏𝑖 = 𝐼 2 𝑅𝑏 , is estimated
as the Joule heat based on the current draw, 𝐼, and battery internal electric resistance, 𝑅𝑏
(Smith et al., 2018, and Lin et al., 2014). It is assumed that each module has identical heat.
The module 𝑖’s transient cooling air outlet temperature across the cooling air
plenum, 𝑇𝑎𝑖 , is expressed as

 T T 
C pa M aTai   si ai   mbaC pa (Tai  Ta (i 1) ),  i  1, 2,..., n 
 Ru 

(5.8)

where 𝐶𝑝𝑎 is the specific heat of air, 𝑀𝑎 is the local air mass around the specified module,
and 𝑇𝑎(𝑖−1) denotes the cooling air inlet temperature.
The thermal resistance, 𝑅𝑢 = 𝑅𝑐𝑜 + 𝑅ℎ𝑝 + 𝑅𝑓 , is a summation of the thermal
resistances due to the heat collector, 𝑅𝑐𝑜 , heat pipes, 𝑅ℎ𝑝 , and finned heat exchanger, 𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑛 ,
such that (Reay et al., 2014)
Rco 

RR
tco
1
, Rhp  s fg , R f 
kco Aco
Rs  R fg
f h (mba ) A f

(5.9)

where 𝑡𝑐𝑜 , 𝑘𝑐𝑜 , and 𝐴𝑐𝑜 are the collector’s thickness, conductivity and surface area,
respectively. The terms 𝐴𝑓 and 𝑓ℎ (𝑚̇𝑏𝑎 ) are the heat exchanger surface area and convective
heat transfer coefficient function, respectively. The thermal resistances 𝑅𝑐𝑜 and 𝑅ℎ𝑝 are
constants while 𝑅𝑓 is a function of the air mass flow rate. Thus, the total thermal resistance
𝛽

becomes 𝑅𝑢 = 𝛼𝑚̇𝑏𝑎 , where the parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 are curve fitting constants.
During extreme ambient temperatures and high heat generation the AC system was
employed. Applying first thermodynamic law to the AC system, the heat absorbed by the
evaporator, 𝑄̇𝑒𝑣 = 𝑄̇𝑐 − 𝑊̇𝑐 , is based on condenser heat rejection, 𝑄̇𝑐 , and compressor
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power, 𝑊̇𝑐 . The condenser heat rejection and compressor power are functions of refrigerant
mass flow rate, 𝑚̇𝑟 , and enthalpy increases, such that

Qc  mrfi (hci  hco ), Wc  mrfi (hci  heo )

(5.10)

where ℎ𝑐𝑖 and ℎ𝑐𝑜 are condenser’s inlet and outlet enthalpies while ℎ𝑒𝑜 is the evaporator
outlet enthalpy.
The heat transfer between the cooling air and the AC evaporator becomes



Qev  mr (heo  hco )  mbaC pa Ta n /2  Tev



(5.11)

where 𝑇𝑒𝑣 and 𝑇𝑎(𝑛/2) denote the cooling air inlet (evaporator air) and outlet temperatures
as shown in Figure 5.4a. Note that in the AC cooling mode, 𝑇𝑒𝑣 = 𝑇𝑎0 . For saving energy,
the cooling air is recirculated in the AC cooling mode.

Figure 5.4: Battery cooling system architecture - (a) Battery pack, and (b) Battery
module
5.3.3 Internal Combustion Engine
The diesel engine-generator serves as supplemental power source to charge the
battery pack and drive the electric motors. Typically, diesel engines use 30% of combustion
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energy for crankshaft load, 40% rejected to the ambient via exhaust and radiation, and 30%
retained in the engine block. The latter needs to be removed by the cooling system to ensure
normal combustion operation. The engine, 𝑇𝑒 , and radiator, 𝑇𝑟 , temperatures become

CeTe  mcC pc (Te  Tm )  Qe

(5.12)

CrTr  mcC pc Kv (Te  Tr )  Q f

(5.13)

where the parameters 𝐶𝑒 and 𝐶𝑟 represent the engine and radiator capacities. The term 𝐶𝑝𝑐
denotes the coolant specific heat capacity. The variable 𝑚̇𝑐 represents the engine coolant
mass flow rate which depends on the pump speed. The symbol 𝐾𝑣 characterizes the smart
valve position with 𝐾𝑣 = 0(1) representing a fully closed (open) position.
The variable 𝑇𝑚 denotes the coolant temperature at the junction which depends on
the smart valve position such that

Tm  KvTr  (1  Kv )Te

(5.14)

The heat rejected from radiator to the ambient surroundings, 𝑄𝑓 , can be expressed
as

Q f  e m f C pa (Tr  T )

(5.15)

where 𝐶𝑝𝑎 is the specific heat capacity of air and 𝑇∞ is the ambient temperature. The
variable 𝑚̇𝑓 is the air mass flow rate through the radiator controlled by regulating the fan
speed. The symbol 𝜂𝑒 denotes the radiator efficiency that can be determined with
experiments. The entire engine cooling system model (shown in Figure 5.5) can be
expressed by combining equations (5.12) – (5.15) so that
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CeTe  mc C pc K v (Te  Tr )  Qeng

CrTr  mc C pc K v (Te  Tr )  e m f C pa (Tr  T )

(5.16)

Figure 5.5: Engine cooling system architecture with computer-controlled pump, valve,
and fan
5.4

Control Strategies
A series of nonlinear controllers was designed to maintain optimal operating

conditions using mathematical models for the cooling system. The electric motor
controller, which manages the hot spot stator temperatures, was derived using an optimal
control strategy. Next, the BTMS adjusts the battery core temperature by regulating the air
conditioning compressor speed. Finally, the engine cooling controller regulates the valve,
pump and fan operations based on coolant temperature while reducing energy
consumption.
5.4.1 Electric Motor Cooling Control
The state-space e-motor thermal model in (5.1) and (5.2) estimates the motor’s
internal temperature field of which the stator was monitored since it is one of the hottest
assembly due to the current flowing through the windings (Zhou et al., 2015). The motor
can be primarily cooled through the stator since the cradle is attached to the outer surface,
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as only the 3rd element (heat transfer between the stator surface and thermal cradle) of the
system input vector 𝑞⃗𝑠 can be practically controlled. The controller goal is to maintain the
motor’s highest temperature, around the stator windings which correspond to the 2nd to 12th
⃗⃗𝑠 , within a prescribed range (Wang et al., 2017).
elements in the stator temperature vector, 𝑇
An optimal controller was designed to calculate the ideal heat removal rate with the cost
function selected as



t
J m    Ts  Ts ,d
t0 




T





Rm Ts  Ts ,d  qsT Qm qs dt


(5.17)

where 𝑅𝑚 and 𝑄𝑚 are positive symmetric weights to penalize select system states and
⃗⃗𝑠,𝑑 represents the desired stator hot temperature vector
inputs, respectively. The symbol 𝑇
while 𝑞̃𝑠 = 𝑞⃗𝑠 − 𝑞⃗𝑠,0 is the change of heat flux. The optimal control law for the ideal heat
flux vector, 𝑞⃗𝑠,𝑑 , becomes

qs ,d   Kxs  qs ,0

(5.18)

The feedback and feedforward gains may be defined as

K  Qm1 Bs P



(5.19)

qs ,0  Cs Rm  As  Bs K  Bs
1



1

Ts ,d

(5.20)

where 𝑃 denotes the non-negative-definite algebraic Riccati equation solution. The ideal
heat removal rate, 𝑄𝑖𝑑 , can be expressed as

Qid  0 0 1 0 0 qs,d Ac

(5.21)

For the heat pipe cooling pathway, the finned heat exchanger is exposed to the
ambient surroundings. Thus, a passive cooling approach is selected for improved energy
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efficiency such that the heat is routed to the fins by heat pipes. If the heat pipe cooling itself
is not sufficient to maintain the motor’s stator hot temperature, the liquid cooling pathway
will be activated on to remove the extra heat. The heat removal tracking error, 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑞 , can be
written as

eliq  Qid  Qch  Qcl

(5.22)

where 𝑄𝑐ℎ and 𝑄𝑐𝑙 are provided in equation (5.3).
The time derivative of the liquid tracking error, 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑞 , can be rearranged as

eliq 



h dm
d
d
 Qid    Qch    hc Ac Tcr  Tch   Ac c w (Tcr  Tch ) 
dt
dt
mw dt



(5.23)

To achieve an asymptotically stable tracking error (𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑡) → 0 as 𝑡 → 0 ), the error
dynamics are controlled using a negative proportional control (Slotine et al., 1991, and Tao
et al., 2016)
eliq   K l eliq

(5.24)

where 𝐾𝑙 is the control gain. Equating (5.23) and (5.24), the control law for coolant mass
flow rate, 𝑚̇𝑚𝑤 , can be solved as

mmw

 d  Qid  d  Qch 


 Kl eliq  hc Ac Tcr  Tch  

dt
dt
   dt
hc


Ac
(Tcr  Tch )


mmw



(5.25)

Thus, the total coolant pump mass flow rate, 𝑚̇𝑚𝑝 = 𝑛𝑚 𝑚̇𝑚𝑤 , is the summation of
individual mass flow rates across identical motors where 𝑛𝑚 is the number of motors. At
steady state, the radiator heat removal is assumed to be equal to the coolant heat removal.
Based on (5.6), the radiator fan air mass flow rate can be expressed as
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mmf  nm mma 

nm mmwC pc Tch  Tcl 

mC pa (Tcl  T )

(5.26)

5.4.2 Battery Cooling Control
The proposed BTMS must maintain the distributed battery core temperatures about
the reference value subjected to internal heating and external cooling. The battery pack
cooling air mass flow rate is controller based on the cooling air temperature rise across the
tunnel, ∆𝑇 ∗ = 𝑇𝑎7 − 𝑇𝑎0 , and the heat generation rate, 𝑄𝑏𝑖 , determined by the vehicle
driving cycle, such that

mba 

nb Qbi
2 C pa T *

(5.27)

where 𝑛𝑏 is the number of battery modules. In this study, the battery pack cooling air mass
flow rate is assumed to be controlled such that ∆𝑇 ∗ is fixed.
A Lyapunov-based nonlinear controller adjusts the inlet (module 1) cooling air
temperature, 𝑇𝑎0 . For convenience, the fourth battery module (𝑖 = 4) was selected based
on its central location. A new state was introduced in the battery thermal model, (5.7) and
(5.8), to reduce the air temperature oscillations, so that (Bidikli et al., 2014)

Ta 3  u

(5.28)

A series temperature tracking errors corresponding to the battery core, surface,
cooling air outlet, and inlet are defined as

e1  Tc 4  Tc 4d , e2  Ts 4  Ts 4d , e3  Ta 4  Ta 4d , e4  Ta3  Ta3d

(5.29)

Note that 𝑇𝑐4𝑑 , 𝑇𝑠4𝑑 , 𝑇𝑎4𝑑 , and 𝑇𝑎3𝑑 are the desired temperatures for the
corresponding system states where 𝑇𝑐4𝑑 is a constant, and the rest can be derived using
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backstepping (Tao et al., 2014). For example, to determine the desired battery surface
temperature, 𝑇𝑠4𝑑 , the derivative of 𝑒1 is calculated using (5.7) and (5.29) as

e1  Tc 4  Tc 4 d 

Q   T   T
Qb Tc 4  Ts 4
e 

 0   b 4    c 4    s 4d  2 
Cc
Cc Rc
 Cc   Cc Rc   Cc Rc Cc Rc 

(5.30)

Based on the Lyapunov stability, the error dynamic, 𝑒1 , can be designed as

e1  k1e1 

e2
Cc Rc

(5.31)

where, 𝑘1 is the control gain. Combining (5.30) and (5.31), the desired battery surface
temperature, 𝑇𝑠4𝑑 , can be solved as

Ts 4d  k1Cc Rc e1  Tc1  RcQb

(5.32)

Repeating the above process, 𝑇𝑎4𝑑 and 𝑇𝑎3𝑑 can be solved and the error dynamics
for the remaining states, 𝑇𝑠4 , 𝑇𝑎4 , and 𝑇𝑎3 , are constructed as

e2  k2e2 

e
me
me
e1
e
 3 , e3  k3e3  2  a 4 , e4  k4 e4  a 3
Cc Rc Cs Ru
Cs Ru M a
Ma

(5.33)

Finally, the control input, 𝑢, can be expressed as

u  Ta 3d  k4 e4 

ma e3
Ma

(5.34)

The cooling air inlet temperature, 𝑇𝑎3 , for the 4th module is then derived by
integrating 𝑢 based on the definition of the new introduced state in (5.28)


me 
Tida 3    Ta 3d  k4e4  a 3 dt
Ma 
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(5.35)

The desired cooling air inlet temperature (also 1st module’s cooling air
temperature), 𝑇𝑎𝑜𝑑 , should be slightly lower than 𝑇𝑎3 and can be solved as

 3

Ta 0 d  Ta 3    Qbi 
 i 1 

C

pa

mba 

(5.36)

The desired cooling air inlet temperature, 𝑇𝑎0𝑑 , and the ambient temperature, 𝑇∞ ,
are the basis for selecting cooling mode to minimize energy consumption. At desired
temperatures below the ambient, AC cooling is employed using a PI controller which
regulates the compressor speed. In all other cases, a simple on-off blower control strategy
was used. Therefore, with the mode switch strategy, the cooling air inlet temperature, 𝑇𝑎0 ,
becomes

T ; Ta 0 d  T
Ta 0   
 Tev ; Ta 0d  T

(5.37)

where 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎 is the AC evaporator air temperature in (5.11).
1

A positive definite Lyapunov function, 𝐿 = 2 (𝑒12 + 𝑒22 + 𝑒32 + 𝑒42 ), was defined to
verify the system stability. Based on (5.32) and (5.34), the time derivative of 𝐿 can be
represented and simplified into a negative definite form as 𝐿̇ = −𝑘1 𝑒12 − 𝑘2 𝑒22 − 𝑘3 𝑒32 −
𝑘4 𝑒42 , to prove the system stability.
5.4.3 Engine Cooling Control
The goal of the engine cooling system is to maintain the engine’s coolant
temperature about the reference value while minimizing the cooling system energy
consumption. The proposed cooling system has three control variables: the smart valve,
water pump, and radiator fan. The smart valve regulates the coolant bypass, while the pump
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and fan speeds determine the water and air mass flow rates, respectively. According to
(Wang et al., 2017), radiator fans consume the most electric power (about 85%) followed
by the coolant pump (about 15%) and the smart valve (less by 1%). Thus, the best control
strategy is most likely to regulate the fan speed whenever possible to optimize system
power consumption. For low heat generation rates, a minimum fan speed while controlling
the valve position and pump speed yielded the best results. But for high heat generation
situation, the coolant pump and smart valve must operate at maximum capacity to achieve
a decrease in the radiator fan speed. The control strategy contains three levels as shown in
Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Engine cooling system control strategy
A nonlinear controller was designed to stabilize the engine coolant outlet
temperature using the three actuators per Figure 5.6 and Section 5.3.5. First, the control
error, 𝑒, is defined as the temperature difference between the desired and actual engine
coolant temperatures, 𝑇𝑒,𝑑 and 𝑇𝑒 as 𝑒 = 𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑒,𝑑 . By taking derivative on both sides

e  Te  Te,d
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(5.38)

where 𝑇̇𝑒,𝑑 = 0 since the desired engine coolant is a constant. Thus, when combining with
the engine cooling system model in (5.16), the derivative of the temperature tracking error
can be expressed as

e  Te 

1
Qe  Kv mcC pc (Te  Tr ) 
Ce

(5.39)

To achieve the tracking error’s asymptotically stability (𝑒(𝑡) → 0 as 𝑡 → 0 ), the
error dynamics was constructed in the following form with a control gain, 𝑘𝑣 (Slotine et
al., 2014)

e  kv e

(5.40)

As mentioned earlier in discussing Figure. 5.6, the valve position is controlled at
level I where the pump and fan are at their minimum speeds, so that the coolant mass flow
rate, 𝑚̇𝑐 = 𝑚̇𝑐,𝑚𝑖𝑛 . Also, the engine heat generation rate, 𝑄𝑒 , is difficult to measure and
can be estimated as (Wang et al., 2017)
t

1
Qˆ e   ed
Ce t0

(5.41)

Thus, the control law for the smart valve can be solved by combining (5.39), (5.40),
and (5.41) as

Kv 

Qˆ e  kvCee
mc,min C pc Te  Tr 

(5.42)

Similarly, in level II (Fig.6), the smart valve is fully open (𝐾𝑣 = 𝐾𝑣,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), and the
control law for the coolant pump can be derived using the same equations as
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mc 

Qˆ e  k pCe e

Kv,max C pc Te  Tr 

(5.43)

where 𝑘𝑝 is the control gain for the coolant mass flow rate and later can be related to the
pump speed due to a proportional relationship.
To derive the fan speed control law, the desired radiator temperature, 𝑇𝑟,𝑑 , is
defined, and this temperature should be able to maintain the engine coolant outlet
temperature about the reference value. Also, as mentioned before in Figure. 5.6, the
radiator fan only operates during level III. Therefore, the desired radiator temperature is
not a constant but a changing variable according to the engine heat generation rate and may
be expressed as

Tr ,d  Te,d 

Qˆ e
Kv,max mc,max C pc

(5.44)

Note that, the estimated heat generation rate, 𝑄̂𝑒 , is used instead of the actual heat
generation rate for controller design purpose. The radiator temperature tracking error, ℎ,
can be defined as ℎ = 𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑟,𝑑 so that the derivative of the radiator temperature tracking
error can be expressed as

h  Tr  Tr ,d  Tr 

Qˆ e
Kv,max mc,max C pc

(5.45)

The error dynamics are designed as ℎ̇ = −𝑘𝑓 ℎ, and substituted into (5.16) so that
the air mass flow rate control law becomes
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Qˆ eCr

K v ,max mc,max C pc (Te  Tr )  k f Cr h  
 K v ,max mc,max C pc 


mf 
eC pa Tr  T 

(5.46)

where 𝑘𝑓 is the positive control gain. The air mass flow rate can later be related to the fan
speed due to a proportional relationship.
5.5

Numerical Results and Discussion of System Performance
The proposed thermal management design was simulated for various ambient and

road conditions using the Urban Assault driving cycle (Fig. 5.7a). A six wheeled 4500kg
series hybrid UAGV with 380kW peak power was investigated. The vehicle features 60kW
electric motors located at each wheel and a 70kW∙h battery pack. A 100kW diesel engine
generator charges the battery and powers the e-motors for extended travel range. A
summary of the thermal model and controller parameters are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Summary of thermal system and controller parameters
Symbol

Value

Unit

Symbol

Value

Unit

Symbol

Value

Unit

𝐴𝑐
𝐴𝑒𝑥
𝐶𝑐
𝐶𝑐ℎ
𝐶𝑐𝑙
𝐶𝑐𝑟
𝐶𝑒
𝐶𝑒𝑥
𝐶𝑝𝑎
𝐶𝑝𝑐
𝐶𝑟

0.23
2.16
1.07
2.05
24.5
4.96
17.1
1.32
1.01
4.18
8.41

m2
m2
kJ/K
kJ/K
kJ/K
kJ/K
kJ/K
kJ/K
kJ/kg/K
kJ/kg/K
kJ/K

𝐶𝑠
𝑘1
𝑘2
𝑘3
𝑘4
𝑘𝑓
𝑘𝑝
𝑘𝑣
𝐾𝑙
𝑀𝑎
𝑛

0.12
150
0.5
0.2
0.1
1
8
5
5
3.3e-3
14

kJ/K
kg
-

𝑛𝑚
𝑅𝑐
𝑅𝑐𝑟
𝑅ℎ
𝑇𝑐1𝑑
𝑇𝑒,𝑑
𝑇𝑠,𝑑
𝛼
𝛽
𝜂𝑒
𝜂𝑚

6
0.3
2.07e-4
3.2e-4
35
90
70
1.43e-2
-0.949
0.8
0.8

K/W
K/W
K/W
°C
°C
°C
-

The driving cycle speed profile and system component heat generation rates for
different road grades (i.e., 0%, 15%, 30%) are shown in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: UAGV operating on an Urban Assault driving cycle - (a) Vehicle speed
profile, (b-d) Heat generation profiles for E-motor, battery, and engine at 0%, 15%, and
30% grades.
The engine does not operate for 0% road grade leading to an all-electric mode. At
higher road grades, or low battery state of charge, the diesel engine generator provides an
average 30kW power to charge the battery (maintain a minimum SOC level) and 70 kW
to drive the e-motors. The heat loads are 5,090kJ, 89,700kJ, and 13,700kJ for the above
road grades, respectively.
The cooling system performance is investigated for nine scenarios based on three
road grades (0%, 15%, 30%), two ambient conditions (25°C, 40°C), and different actuator
configuration. Tests 3, 6, and 9 (refer to Table 5.2) only use liquid cooling for the e-motors
to enable comparisons with the potential heat pipe’s energy savings and temperature
tracking capabilities. The e-motor, battery pack, and engine reference temperatures are
set at 70°C, 35°C, and 90°C. The total simulation time was 1,800 seconds (30 minutes).
Test 2 corresponds to a lower heat generation case based on 0% road grade and
higher ambient air temperature. Using e-motor heat pipe cooling and battery AC air
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cooling, the system maintained satisfactory component temperatures (Fig. 5.8). The
electric motor’s stator temperature stayed below 70°C using only passive heat pipe
cooling. The battery core temperature was maintained about the reference temperature of
35°C. However, AC cooling was required due to the high ambient temperature which
exceeded the battery reference temperature. For comparison purposes, Test 3 was
conducted in which only liquid cooling was available for the e-motors and AC cooling on
the battery pack. An extra 23kJ energy was consumed in these configurations without heat
pipes given the difference in ambient surroundings (e.g., 70°C vs 40°C).

Figure 5.8: Test 2 – Electric motor and battery temperature plots for Urban Assault
driving cycle under 0% road grade with 40°C ambient temperature.
A higher heat generation condition was considered in Test 7 with a 30% road
grade and a 25°C ambient temperature. The stator temperature (refer to Fig. 5.9a) displays
a rising profile for 0 < 𝑡 < 343𝑠 to 𝑇𝑒𝑟 = 70°C and beyond which heat pipe cooling is
insufficient. Afterwards, hybrid cooling with liquid started and maintained the
temperature with a 2.1°C mean error. The battery cooling system, with switching ambient
and AC air, regulated the battery core temperature around 𝑇𝑏𝑟 = 35°C with a mean error
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of 0.3°C per Fig. 5.9b. Finally, the engine coolant temperature stayed about 𝑇𝑒𝑟 = 90°C
by liquid cooling system as shown in Fig. 5.9c. Greater energy consumption, 5,900 kJ,
occurred due to the higher heat generation.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.9: Test 7 – Temperature plots for Urban Assault driving cycle subjected to a
30% road grade and 25°C ambient temperature for (a) Electric motor, (b) Battery pack,
and (c) Diesel engine
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All test results are summarized in Table 5.2. The energy savings, up to
approximately 2,960kJ, were observed using heat pipe by reducing the workload of the
liquid cooling pathway. The proposed controllers collectively offer motor, battery, and
engine at the reference setpoints with nominal tracking errors.
Table 5.2: Numerical study results for thermal management system undergoing Urban
Assault driving cycle

Test

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Road Ambient
Grade
Temp
(%)
(°C)

0

15

30

25
40
40
25
40
40
25
40
40

Cooling System Energy Consumption
(kJ)

Cooling Method
E-motor

Battery

HP Liq Air AC
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Engine
E-motor
(Liq)
x
x
x
x
x
x

0
0
23
42
338
815
1,141
3,309
5,846

Battery

Engine

Total

23
57
57
177
298
298
422
655
653

0
0
0
2,786
6,727
6,736
4,379
10,970
11,390

23
57
80
3,005
7,363
7,849
5,942
14,934
17,889

Mean Temperature Tracking
Error (°C)
E-motor Battery
na
na
1.9
1.2
0.8
2.9
2.1
1.4
3.1

0.4
0.2
0.2
0.8
0.6
0.6
1.0
0.8
0.7

Engine
na
na
na
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.3

(Hp – Heat pipe cooling, Liq – Liquid cooling, Amb – Ambient air ventilation, AC – AC cooling)

5.6

Summary
A holistic powertrain thermal management system for a hybrid UAGV was

designed, modeled, and numerically simulated. The e-motor uses a liquid-heat pipe hybrid
cooling system through an innovative thermal cradle. The battery cooling system combines
ambient cooling with the vehicle’s air conditioner while the engine uses regular liquid
cooling. A series of thermal models for the heat generating components, including the
electric motor, battery pack, and internal combustion engine, have been mathematically
developed. An urban assault driving cycle with multiple road grades and ambient
conditions was considered in the simulation. Numerical results show that the heat pipes
provide an additional pathway for heat rejection in e-motor cooling which saves up to
approximately 2,960kJ of energy over the 1,800s simulation. The battery cooling system
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can select between ambient and AC refrigerated air to maintain the battery core
temperature. The benefits of using heat pipes, for e-motor and battery, and three nonlinear
controllers allow minimal energy use and satisfactory temperature tracking.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The automobile cooling system configuration has remained fixed for many decades
which tends to be insufficient for more complex HEV applications, having additional
components (i.e. electric motors, battery pack), that have better use of fossil fuel resources.
This dissertation presents the comprehensive work conducted on HEV powertrain thermal
management systems while combine heat pipes with advanced control algorithms to
improve the temperature tracking performance and reduce the cooling system power
consumption. The study topics included the design of innovative hybrid cooling
architectures, mathematical modeling, system integration, and holistic control of multiple
computer-controlled cooling actuators. The thermal management system investigation
included modeling and control of electric motors, a battery pack, and an IC engine. The
system performance has been evaluated using a hybrid vehicle simulation under various
driving cycles, road grades, and ambient conditions.
In Chapter 2, a thermal management system for electric motors using heat pipes has
been designed and simulated. A circular-shaped integrated thermal structure, or cradle, has
been designed to transfer heat between the motor housing and the inserted heat pipe array.
The heat pipes function as a thermal bus to reject the generated heat to the ambient
surroundings efficiently. A reduced order state-space electric motor thermal model has
been developed to investigate the motor inner temperature field based on pre-calculated
FEA results. Heat pipes were modeled using COMSOL® integrating heat transfer and vapor
flow. The cooling system performance was investigated based on a hybrid vehicle
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simulation using two representative driving cycles (e.g., Urban Assault and Convoy
Escort). Numerical results show that the electric motor stator’s hot temperature elements
can be maintained below 70°C with heat pipe free convection without extra energy loss
when compared with traditional liquid cooling system having a pump and fan for selected
operating scenarios. With heat pipe forced convection, the motor’s temperature is
maintained below 55°C with a lower energy consumption when compared with liquid
cooling.
Chapter 3 extends the work done in Chapter 2 by introducing a motor hybrid
cooling system featuring heat pipes integrated with liquid cooling in a compact thermal
cradle. This innovative design allows heat removal via two parallel thermal pathways. The
electric motor’s internal hot spots were predicted using a reduced order thermal model. A
nonlinear controller was designed to maintain the motor temperature within the prescribed
limits while minimizing energy consumption by regulating multiple actuators (e.g.,
centrifugal fan, radiator pump, and fan) operations. The cooling system performance was
estimated using an Urban Assault driving cycle at various road grades (e.g., 0%, 20%) and
ambient temperatures (e.g., 20°C, 40°C). Numerical results showed that the motor
temperature was maintained about 70°C with heat pipe cooling, at 0% road grade with
small energy consumption. At 20% road grade hybrid cooling was required, liquid cooling
added with heat pipes, to maintain the motor’s temperature. The hybrid cooling system
saved approximately 370kJ of energy compared to a conventional liquid cooling system
due to the addition of heat pipes.
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In Chapter 4, a smart battery thermal management system for hybrid electric
vehicles has been developed which uses heat pipes in the thermal bus to efficiently remove
heat. Two cooling loops (e.g., traditional ambient air ventilation, a standard AC system)
were designed for reduced system energy consumption. A mode switch strategy was
derived to select the optimal cooling loop. Nonlinear model predictive controllers were
developed to maintain the battery core temperature within a designated range using either
AC compressor or fan speed as the control input. The system performance was studied
based on a hybrid electric vehicle simulation which runs at various driving cycles and
ambient temperatures. The numerical results showed that the proposed cooling system can
maintain the battery core temperature about the reference value, with a 2.1°C maximum
temperature tracking error. The simulation results demonstrated that the cooling system
has the ability to adapt to different ambient conditions through the selection of the suitable
cooling loop with accompanying controller.
In Chapter 5, the thermal management system design research from the previous
efforts was extended to develop a holistic thermal management system for a hybrid
unmanned autonomous vehicle. A series of mathematical models for the vehicle powertrain
components have been developed, which include electric the motors, battery pack, and
small diesel engine generator. Heat pipes were used for cooling the electronics (e.g.,
electric motors, battery pack) since they have been proven to be an efficient and energy
saving thermal regulating device. For the diesel engine, traditional liquid cooling was
applied. Advanced control algorithms (e.g., optimal, nonlinear) were designed to maintain
these thermal loads’ temperatures by regulating multiple actuators (e.g., pump, radiator
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fan, smart valve, blower, and AC compressor) to minimize temperature spikes and reduce
energy consumption. The cooling system performance was estimated based on a vehicle
level simulation with various road grades and ambient conditions. Computer results
showed that using heat pipes, for e-motor and battery, and the proposed controllers allow
minimal energy use and satisfactory temperature tracking.
In this dissertation, the accomplished research work has established a fundamental
basis for improved thermal management system performance by introducing heat pipes and
applying advanced control theories. Heat pipes have been shown to be an efficient and
energy saving thermal regulating devices for electronics (e.g., motors, battery). The
research results demonstrated significant advantages in both the temperature tracking and
energy saving by introducing the advanced model-based control theory and integrating heat
pipes into traditional liquid cooling system. In the future, cooling system will likely feature
multiple components as heat transfer pathways to conserve energy and operate in an
optimal mode. The following work is recommended for future study.
A. Experimental tests would be valuable for the e-motor hybrid cooling concept
validation and improvement. In the previous study, the e-motor thermal model
has been experimentally validated using speed and torque profiles without
considering the cooling system. At this point, the cooling system parameter
selection is based on the material specification, system size, and data reported
in previous papers.
B. Providing the mathematical proof for the optimal and model predictive
controllers stabilities would be meaningful. In the current study, the system
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stability can be observed from the results corresponding to the real-life driving
cycles within the prescribed simulation time range.
C. Apart from exploring the advantages of heat pipes and advanced controllers to
improve the cooling system performance, innovation of cooling system
architecture using vehicle components as multi-functional devices may serve
great benefits (e.g., the autonomous vehicle chassis may be used as a
supplementary heat sink).
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 4
ADDITIONAL TEMPERATURE RESULTS
In this Appendix, additional temperature results for Tests 2, 3, and 4 in Chapter 4
will be presented as shown in Figure A.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure A.1: Simulated Temperature Results of the Battery Core, 𝑇𝑐 , Battery Surface,
𝑇𝑠 , and Cooling Air, 𝑇𝑎 for: (a) Test 2-Urban Assault driving cycle, 𝑇∞ = 25°C, (b)
Test 3- Urban Assault driving cycle, 𝑇∞ = 40°C, and (c) Test 4-Convoy Escort driving
cycle, 𝑇∞ = 10°C
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 5
ADDITIONAL TEMPERATURE RESULTS
In this Appendix, the temperature results for Tests 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 in Chapter
5 will be presented (Figure B.1 – B.7). Note that in Tests 3, 6, and 9, the electric motors
were cooled only by liquid for comparison purposes.

(a)

(b)
Figure B.1: Test 1 – Temperature plots for Urban Assault driving cycle subjected to a
0% road grade and 25°C ambient temperature for (a) Electric motor, and (b) Battery
pack
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(a)

(b)
Figure B.2: Test 3 – Temperature plots for Urban Assault driving cycle subjected to a
0% road grade and 40°C ambient temperature for (a) Electric motor, and (b) Battery
pack
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure B.3: Test 4 – Temperature plots for Urban Assault driving cycle subjected to a
15% road grade and 25°C ambient temperature for (a) Electric motor, (b) Battery pack,
and (c) Diesel engine
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure B.4: Test 5 – Temperature plots for Urban Assault driving cycle subjected to a
15% road grade and 40°C ambient temperature for (a) Electric motor, (b) Battery pack,
and (c) Diesel engine
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure B.5: Test 6 – Temperature plots for Urban Assault driving cycle subjected to a
15% road grade and 40°C ambient temperature for (a) Electric motor, (b) Battery pack,
and (c) Diesel engine
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure B.6: Test 8 – Temperature plots for Urban Assault driving cycle subjected to a
30% road grade and 40°C ambient temperature for (a) Electric motor, (b) Battery pack,
and (c) Diesel engine
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure B.7: Test 9 – Temperature plots for Urban Assault driving cycle subjected to a
30% road grade and 40°C ambient temperature for (a) Electric motor, (b) Battery pack,
and (c) Diesel engine
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